Abbreviations:
CWHR

Council for Housing and Works Research

FCBTK

Fixed Chimney Bull’s Trench Kiln

GoP

Government Of Pakistan

Indian Rs.

Indian Rupee, the national currency for India

Int’l

International

M-FCBTK

Modified Fixed Chimney Bull’s Trench Kiln

MoST

Ministry of Science and Technology

Pak. Rs.

Pakistan Rupee, the national currency for Pakistan

STEDEC

Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan

ToR

Terms of reference

U.S. $

United States Dollar

VSBK and VSB Kiln

Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln
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Definitions of Key Terms (as used in this study)
Briquetting

Compaction of raw material, fuel

E3’s

Energy, Economy, Ecology

FCBTK

A BTK with fixed chimney

Gas operated

Kilns operated on natural gas (methane- usually referred
as Sui gas in Pakistan)

Innovation

Any improvement in the original kiln design

Maintenance cost

Cost incurred on the Maintenance of the green brick
making machines and allied equipment

Mechanized

Mechanized green brick making machines, mechanized
means of quarrying, transportation

Modified-FCBTK

A FCBTK with gravity settling chamber and baffles

Payback period

Time required to recover the capital investment on plant

Plant maintenance

Maintenance of the green brick making machines, allied
equipment

Production cycle

Total time required to produce baked bricks after stacking
of green bricks, through put time

Technology Audit

A tool used to evaluate an organization’s technological
standing viz-a-viz competition and best practices,
encompasses the whole business process like the product,
production, services and marketing

Yield

The A grade bricks which can produced from a given
quantity of green bricks
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Executive Summary
The brick manufacturing sector in Pakistan, with an estimated 1.5% contribution to the
GDP, is still highly un-regulated and un-documented area. The typical processes for
production of bricks consist of hand-made bricks which are baked in FCBTKs. Lately,
there has been an introduction of mechanized brick making plants and different types of
kilns like the tunnel kiln, Hoffman kiln, modified FCBTK and the VSBKs. Earlier
attempts to introduce new brick baking technologies did not meet success owing to a
mix of techno-operational and adaptability/ acceptability problems.
The study has been carried out with the objective to analyze the various techniques,
methodologies and technologies that are available and in vogue in Pakistan, with
specific reference to green brick making and brick backing. The study also includes a
comparative analysis of various types of kilns visited in form of SWOT analysis. :

Key findings - Green Brick Making
 Traditional hand made and sun-dried green bricks are in-consistent in quality.
Average labour productivity is 500 bricks / person / day (12 hours working time /
day). Production from mechanized green brick making plants ranges between
1,250 to 4,000 bricks / hour.
 In hand moulding process the average wastage is around 30%. Average wastage
in mechanized green brick making ranges from two to five percent
 Approximately 50 persons are required to match the daily production capacity of
mechanized brick making plants on an average. Reduced manpower has definite
advantages in view of specific labour issues / environment in Pakistan.
 The maintenance costs for mechanized brick making plants vary from Pak. Rs.
8,000 to Pak Rs. 10,000 per week, quarterly overhauling may touch figures of
Pak. Rs. 150,000. Breakdown maintenance is not included.
 According to estimates the cost of 1,000 hand moulded green bricks is
approximately Pak. Rs. 400 and the cost of machine made green bricks is around
Pak. Rs. 200 to Pak. Rs. 250.
 Electrical connectivity and increasing tariff rates are an issue for the mechanized
green brick making plants
 In absence of proper storage spaces and fencing in most of the cases (applicable
to both the hand made and mechanized) the green bricks are at the mercy of
weather conditions and other factors like herds of farm animals.
 Least attention is paid towards workers safety (and the overall safety, health and
environment aspects) in both types of green brick making.

Key findings - Brick Baking
Field visits, data / information collection from owners and entrepreneurs and SWOT
analysis of various types of kilns indicates that:
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 FCBTK: has more labour and space requirements, more rejection, least
environment friendly, has more fuel requirements, has longest production cycle as
compared to the other kiln types. It is not operational during rainy weather.
 Modified-FCBTK: inherits the issues and problems associated with the traditional
FCBTK. However, it has more yield, shorter production cycle, more environment
friendly and lesser fuel requirements as compared to FCBTK.
 Hoffman Kiln: has year round operations, low fuel consumption and emissions,
high yield. However, on the other hand it is capital intensive, has same area
requirements like FCBTK and the longest pay-back period
 Tunnel Kiln: has easy firing temperature control, year round operations, least
manpower requirements, environment friendly and can produce bricks in varying
sizes. However, it is capital intensive, and flue gas ventilator is depended upon
electrical power. The production cycle is seven days.
 VSB Kiln: has less space and fuel requirements, production cycle is the shortest,
environment friendly, has variable capacity, least pay-back period, operational
year round and can be deployed as a CDM project. However, Firing zone setting
is critical and may require training of manpower

Recommendations
General
 The brick making sector should be recognized as formal production sector, with
proper legislation / standard setting for registration (environment friendly kilns),
quality and pricing
 Sustainability of efforts for introduction of environment friendly technologies,
incorporating technology push (cleaner production) as compared to market pull
(the local less environment friendly techniques) is an essential requirement.
 Holistic approach should be adopted in developing both the green brick making
and brick baking for better results.
 Proper training to the green brick making workers and kiln workers is another
aspect that needs due consideration
Green Brick Making
 Introduction of good practices for green brick making like (i) mechanized green
making, (ii) fencing and covering / storage under sheds, (iii) proper brick stacking
techniques, (iv) artificial drying, using exhaust air
 Separate studies may be carried out to:
 determine the suitability and availability of mud for green brick making from
canals and water courses dredging
 determine the viability of fly ash bricks in Pakistan
 The local brick making plants can be the most suited mechanized green brick
making technology in areas / localities facing power connectivity and supply
issues
iv

Brick Baking
 Introduction of best practices in terms of (i) Solid fuel placement in kiln and (ii) Airflow control technologies / techniques
 The local FCBTKs and Modified FCBTKs are not as environmental friendly as
deemed necessary. At the same time the Hoffman kiln has the longest pay-back
period and is the most capital intensive. The two alternates available are the
VSBK and tunnel Kiln. The two types have certain advantages in terms of fuel
efficiency, emissions, productivity, yield etc. The tunnel kiln is, however, more
capital intensive as compared to the VSBK.
 While “re-introducing” the VSBK, lessons from the past should be given due
consideration, in terms of sustainability of efforts, long term technical and training
support etc.
 A core group of engineers and technicians should to be trained as master trainers
to provide further training and disseminate good practices on a large scale.
 Introducing the concept of cluster councils can help the kiln owners to deal with
issues like training, testing & inspection and marketing
 A separate study may be conducted to
 Analyze the viability of tunnel in Pakistan’s perspective along with the
VSBK; covering aspects like increased production capacity, adaptability to
local conditions etc.
 Analyze the technological aspects of briquetting technology for brick
making sector, in terms of brick raw material and multiple-fuels. It may also
include the development of briquetting techniques and equipment at local
level.
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Preface

With a growing emphasis of the Government of Pakistan (GoP) on the infrastructure
sector and with the introduction of concepts like “People’s centered development” and
“Housing for all”, it is envisaged that there would be a growing demand for
construction materials in the coming years. The housing sector, traditionally left in the
hands of private contractors, is attracting GoP attention.

Various materials are used in the construction of domestic and commercial buildings.
Ceramic Production, be it the tile or brick, requires heat treatment that involves high
temperatures. The heat treatment processes are carried out in various types of kilns,
depending upon the end product, raw material and fuel availability. During the heat
treatment process, the chemical and physical phenomena cause the material to be
transformed permanently; final characteristics being determined by the composition of
raw material and the temperatures to which it is exposed.

The objective and scope of the study is to carryout an appraisal of the brick
manufacturing sector of Pakistan and identify all the technologies and methodologies
being practiced in the sector with a view to analyzing these and finding out the
optimal and acceptable methods from within the contemporary practices,

1
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Introduction

According to the 1998 census 1, the total number of housing units, throughout the
country, was 19.3 million. 67.7% housing was in rural areas and 32.3% in urban
areas. The overall housing stock comprised of 39% kuchha houses, 40% semi-pucka
houses and 21% pucka houses. The housing backlog, as estimated according to
1998 census, was 4.30 million units. The annual additional requirement is estimated
around 570,000. These figures are based on the 1998 survey, obviously ten years
old. However, according to the latest information the annual back log is much higher.
The housing policy 2, reckons building material as the third most important component
in the construction cost, ranging from sixty to seventy percent of the total construction
cost, along with cost of land and other infrastructure requirements. The policy, openly
admits, that since creation of Pakistan there has not been much advancement in
terms of building materials. However, the policy expresses that building materials
developed in advanced countries like compressed mud brick and Ferro cement
roofing system shall be introduced in Pakistan. The policy document referred here
was prepared in 2002 and an on-ground fact finding survey /study may help to
determine the gaps, between the plans, achievements, the international best
practices and the techniques / methodologies used in Pakistan.
According to estimates there are around 4,000 brick units operating in Pakistan, and
growing at the rate of 3% per year. The total annual production of bricks contributes
about 1.5% of the Gross national Product (GNP) 3. Keeping in view the growth rate,
as referred, it is envisaged that approximately five thousand brick kilns are operating
currently in Pakistan. However according to another study 4, there are around five
thousand kilns working in Punjab, and one thousand kilns operating in the remaining
three provinces of Pakistan 5, with the share of NWFP 6 being above four hundred.
According to another source the number of total brick kilns operating in Pakistan is
approximately 10,000 with nearly 1,000 operating in the NWFP.
Lack of technical awareness has adversely affected the performance of brick
manufacturing sector in Pakistan. Various factors, like use of old technology, coupled
with environmental issues, low productivity, lack of quality control measures and lack
of regulatory measures at sectoral level, have marred the performance of brick
manufacturing sector.
In Pakistan most of the house construction is brick based. It was only after the
earthquake of October 2005, that column and beam construction was made an
essential element of house construction. This has lead to the introduction of “block
based” construction in areas like Islamabad. However, still a major portion of the
houses are being constructed using brick masonry walls. Therefore, bricks are to

2

date are considered as being the most effective building material, particularly in the
construction of houses.
Green brick making, to date, remains heavily dependent upon labor intensive
methods. With a few advantages, the traditional methodology / techniques for making
green bricks have certain inherent disadvantages in terms of labour issues, quality
and productivity.
About 80% of the bricks are produced by the indigenous Fixed Chimney Bull’s Trench
Kilns (FCBTK). During the recent past new kiln technologies like modified FCBTK,
Hoffman Kiln and VSBK have been introduced. Earlier attempts to introduce new
technologies in brick baking did not meet the desired success levels, owing to a
number of issues that are discussed in later part of the report
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Why this study

Sectoral studies indicate several environmental draw backs that are triggered-off due
to brick industry. The study aims to analyze the technological and environmental
factors and give recommendations regarding introduction of best practices and
methodologies in terms of environment, fuel efficiency and labour requirements &
issues.
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Methodology for the study

The several aspects of brick kiln industry in Pakistan can be studied under various
headings as given in the following model, needless to mention that an isolated study
or analysis, based on technological aspects only, can lead to a skewed result. The
model for brick sector study is given in template No. 1
Template No. 1: Model for Brick Sector Study

3

The methodology used to conduct the study hinged around field visits to the locations
where different types of technologies / methodologies are being used. The field visits
consisted of discussions with the kiln owners or their technical personnel and filling of a
standard questionnaire. The questionnaire was structured around the concept of
Technology Audit.
The other basis of the study includes the adoption of 3E’s concept 7 to the brick sector as given
below:

Table No. 1: 3E’s and the Brick Sector

Fuel requirement per unit

Type, cost, sourcing

Energy

Economy








Operational period / days available for production
Production cycle
Design flexibility
Yield
Payback period
Space requirements

Ecology




Emissions
Deployment as CDM project
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Brick Production in Pakistan; the
technological combinations

The typical combinations or methodologies practiced and being introduced in Pakistan
for “green brick making” and “brick baking” include:
Table No. 2: the technological combinations in Pakistan
Category *
A

Brick Making
Manual
Mechanized



C



Hoffman

Tunnel




(under
construction)




Brick Drying
VSBK

(not yet operational)



E
F

M-FCBTK



B

D

FCBTK




(under
construction)



* Does not refer to the ranking of a particular combination.

4

In order to compare the different techniques and methodologies being used, further
discussion is divided into two main parts, i.e. green brick making and brick baking.
It may be noted that in the proceeding text references from the international and local
sources are quoted. However, in case of actual field visits, while describing the
advantages or disadvantages of a particular methodology, references are not given
which can be provided if desired. This is done to protect (or in other words not to favour)
any particular kiln already operating in the area.
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Brick Quality Checking and Comparisons

The Quality Parameters
Firstly, selection of the bricks is usually dependent upon the particular application in the
construction; solid bricks are generally used for load bearing walls and other similar
applications. Hollow bricks, face bricks and other forms of bricks are also used
depending upon the specific requirements. The brick selection or in other words the
quality assurance is related to certain specific parameters. These parameters include
strength, durability and physical appearance. Internationally, American Society for
Testing and Materials International (ASTM) publishes the standards pertaining to bricks;
the most widely accepted standards on the bricks.
In Pakistan, although in larger buildings the quality parameters of bricks are checked by
consultants / consulting engineers or the contractors, however, the general consumer is
mainly concerned with the physical appearance of the brick, that may include a random
check regarding (i) shape and angles, (ii) weight, (iii) size, (iv) over or less burnt bricks,
and (v) water absorption to some extent.
In order to compare the brick quality checking requirements and procedures in Pakistan,
a comparison was made with the ASTM standards, tabulated as under;
Table No. 3: Comparison of ASTM standards and Local Practices
Sr.
No.

Parameter

1

Exposure

2

Appearance

ASTM Standards

Local Practice

Brick must meet a grade of SW, MW,
or NW based on the weathering
index and the exposure of the brick
Brick types are related to the
appearance of the unit, and
specifically to limits on dimensional
tolerances, distortion tolerances and
chippage of the units. This standard
is related to brick size, brick color
and precision. For dimensional
tolerances as specified by the ASTM

No such standard specified. The
general customers are not concerned
about the exposure requirement.
The general customers are concerned
about the physical appearance of the
bricks. However this is limited to
parameters like size, shape etc. No
specific tests or standards are adopted
to determine the brick quality. No
specific tolerances are incorporated at
the design level in general. In some
cases, large buyers or contractors may

5

please refer to
www.upchurchkimbrough.com/t
echnotes/class.html

3

4

5

Physical
property
requirements

Efflorescence

Dimensional
Tolerances

These include compressive strength,
water absorption and saturation
coefficient, to be determined in
accordance with the ASTM C 67,
Standard Methods of Sampling and
Testing Brick and Structural Clay
Tile.
For
physical
property
requirements
please
refer
to
www.upchurchkimbrough.com/t
echnotes/class.html

ASTM standards (C 216, C 652, C
902, C 1088) require the rating for
brick to be "not effloresced".
Dimensional tolerance relates to
allowable variations (plus or minus)
in the given dimensions.
Size variation becomes important
when constructing an assembly with
units aligned vertically or in wall
sections with short horizontal
dimensions
For dimensional tolerances please
refer to

simply state the particular area from
which the bricks are required; believing
that the bricks from that area would
meet the quality standards that they
desire and witnessed in an earlier
purchase.
The compressive strength is ignored for
general purpose construction including
the residential and public / civic building
as well. As a general practice the bricks
are moisted for certain duration of time,
depending upon the climatic and
weather conditions of a particular area.
following three methods are normally
adopted to check the physical
properties of the bricks;
The sound test: striking two bricks
together, a solid or strong sound
representing a brick that is well formed
and
strong.
A
hollow
sound
representing a brick that has either not
been formed in a proper manner or has
not been backed properly.
The dropping “T” test. Two bricks are
placed on each other, the top one is
placed along the horizontal axis and
the bottom one is placed along the
vertical axis. The combination is
dropped from a certain height (not
fixed). If the top horizontal brick is
broken, the same is not considered to
be strong enough.
Water absorption test: According to a
source, the total amount of water
absorbed by a brick should not be more
than 1/10 of its weight. In order to
check this parameter a burnt brick is
weighed in dry condition. It is then
dipped in water for twenty four hours.
Afterwards it is weighed again. The
increase in weight will tell the amount
of water it has absorbed over the
period. Soft bricks or the bricks which
are not properly burnt will absorb more
water quantity than the required
standard.
No specific testing is done in this
regard as well. While purchasing a
simple visual inspection is made to
check for efflorescence.
Variations in the raw material and
production methodology / practices
leads to variation in brick sizes. In case
of Pakistan, the term tolerance is often
confused with the the term precision.
While holding a discussion with a
private contractor, it was learnt that the
bricks are not uniform in size,
particularly in length, therefore it
requires more material and labour.

6

www.upchurchkimbrough.com/t
echnotes/class.html

6

7

8

Distortion

Chippage

Cores and
Frogs

For distortion standards please refer
to
www.upchurchkimbrough.com/t
echnotes/class.html

For Chippage standards please refer
to
www.upchurchkimbrough.com/t
echnotes/class.html

For cores and frogs standards
please refer to
www.upchurchkimbrough.com/t
echnotes/class.html
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No particular test or dimensioning
guidelines available
Brick are damaged or chipped during
on-site handling, loading / un-loading
packaging, transportation and on the
construction site. During the loading
and un-loading process the bricks are
thrown to and from the loading vehicles
(trucks or tractor trolleys usually).
Similarly at construction sites, the
bricks are usually not lifted to the
requisite
location
through
any
mechanical means. It is only at larger
construction sites that mechanical
means are used to lift the construction
material including bricks.

No specific standards

Evolution of Brick Size

General Considerations
The bricks can be made in a variety of dimensions, however in order to ensure
consistency in terms of quality and to ease the designing and planning process for
construction, adoption of certain standard specifications is an essential requirement.
From the brick sizing perspective, standards need to be defined in terms of length, width
and thickness. These sizes, on one hand, are based on technical specifications and on
the other hand they are also dictated by the market practices. The construction workers
/ masons are used to handling bricks with particular size / dimensions and weight.
The measurements are not chosen arbitrarily. The width is about half of the length. In
this way one brick offsets the next brick by a space which is half of the brick. Thus a
layer or course of bricks offsets from the next layer and this is an important aspect in
brick bonding.

Brick Size in Pakistan
Majority of bricks in Pakistan are made according to British or “Imperial dimensions”,
with the typical size of 9 inches x 4 inches x 3 inches. In comparison, most of the bricks
in Nepal have almost the same dimensions i.e. 230 mm (9 inches) x 110 mm (4.33
inches) x 65 mm (2.55 inches). The major advantages associated with this size are:
7

 Convenient handling
 Light weight lifting and placing with one hand
 Small enough to make patterns

8
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Technologies and methodologies being
practiced in Pakistan for soil quarrying and green
brick production
General Brick Making Process
The brick making 8 process typically consists of following processes:
 Winning - digging for clay
 Preparation - preparing the clay for shaping
 Shaping - moulded by using various types of mould and methods, i.e. by hand
or by machine
 Drying - open air, hot floor, chamber, tunnel, etc
 Firing - various kiln methods including Bull’s Trench, Clamp, Habla, Hoffman,
Tunnel, VSBK etc.
 Quality Control - sorted into grades, e.g. firsts (grade A), seconds (grade B),
soft (grade C)
 Dispatch - Sales

Comparison of Traditional and Improved Green Brick Making Methodologies in Pakistan
The comparison of typical and improved green brick making methodologies in
Pakistan is shown in the table No. 4:
Table No. 4: Methodologies
Activity

Quarrying

Methodology
Typical / Traditional

Improved / Mechanized

By hand, using shovel

Photograph No. 1 - Excavator used for soil
quarrying at Haripur, NWFP (photograph by
Abrar Ahmad)
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Earth / clay
moving
equipment

Clay Storage

Donkey carts, hand carts for shorter
distances

Open air, covered with plastic sheets to
protect from rains, no fencing
By hand, normally using mould that
produces one brick at a time. In one
instances, a mould that could produce five
bricks at a time was also observed. Pug
mills were not being used at the places /
green brick making sites visited

Photograph No. 2 - Tractor used for soil
quarrying at Chappar Bricks, Haripur NWFP,
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
Open air, covered with plastic sheets
to protect from rains, no fencing
Local, Chinese and English brick
making plants are installed with
varying capacity. The green brick
making machines use presses to
make the bricks

Green Brick
Making

Photograph No. 3 - Brick mould producing five
bricks in one go at Chappar Bricks Haripur, NWFP
((Photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

Photograph No. 4 - Green Bricks made on
English Plant at Chappar Bricks Haripur,
NWFP (photograph by By Abrar Ahmad)

Single layered, placed on ground

stacked on pallets

Photograph No. 5 - Green bricks placed on ground
for sun drying at Harmain bricks Multan, Punjab
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

Photograph No. 6 - Green bricks stacked on
pallets for sun drying at Chappar Bricks
Haripur NWFP
(phptograph by Abrar
Ahmad)

Green brick
stacking
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Transportation

animal carts, hand carts, tractor trolleys

Fork lifts

Photograph No. 7- Sun dried Green bricks being
placed manually on trolley to be driven to the kiln,
at Chappar Bricks Haripur NWFP (photograph by
Abrar Ahmad)

Photograph No. 8 - Freshly made green
bricks being shifted to drying area with fork lif
at Chappar Bricks Haripur NWFP
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
Tractor trolleys

Photograph No. 9(A) – (photograph from
bureauofcounterpropaganda.blogspot.com

Photograph No. 9 - dried Green bricks
being brought to the kiln with tractor
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
By trolley

By hand

Stacking in kiln

Photograph No. 10 - Dried green bricks placed in
kiln by hand at Harmain bricks Multan, Punjab
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

Photograph No. 11 - Dried green bricks
placed on trolleys for placement in tunnel kiln
at Standard Ceramics, Hattar, NWFP
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
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Green bricks are usually
Field Visit
made by hand. The clay is
In the Multan area, while interviewing the kiln owners, it was
found that the mud for brick production was not sourced
mixed with a particular
“locally”, i.e. not from the surrounding area of the kiln. Rather
quantity of water and made
it was brought in through contractors from certain nearby
locations, as the kiln was surrounded by agricultural land. In
into thick mud. A wooden /
areas with small hill tops like Attock and Haripur, the clay is
metallic die is used to form
sourced locally, i.e. from area adjacent to kiln. In such cases
the sludge into a brick
the kiln owners usually lease land from the local farmers,
ranging from Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 2,500 per 5,500 sft per
shape. Fine sand / clay are
annum. The area leased actually depends upon the
also applied on the inner
“financial position” or affordability of the kiln owner.
side of the die to ensure
During visit to brick kilns in Haripur and Attock areas, use of
that the wet mud sludge
excavators for mud digging and carriage through tractor
does not stick to the die.
trolleys was observed.
The green bricks are then
sun-dried;
usually
for
duration of six to seven
days in summers. In case of winters the recommended practice is to sun-dry the
green bricks for duration of twenty five days; however, if the demand is high the bricks
are sun-dried for fifteen to sixteen days only. Afterwards the bricks are transferred to
the nearby kiln site for baking.
Winning:
Typically, in Pakistan, soil quarrying consists of leveling the un-even land; thereby
helping in collecting clay for brick making. In some instances private land owners
were willing to let the kiln owner or the contractor level the un-even agricultural land,
usually through mechanized means like bull dozers, excavators etc. At places where
use of mechanized means are not feasible, labor contractor provides the requisite
work force to dig up the area, collect and if required transport the clay to required
location.
Preparation;
In the preparation process,
clay is mixed with a
particular quantity of water
and made into thick mud.
Shaping
In case of hand molded
bricks, a wooden die is
used to form the sludge into
a brick shape. Fine sand /
clay is also applied on the
inner side of the metallic die

Field Visit
The quantity of water used is not measured. In most of
cases no scientific measure was available to judge the
quantity of water that is required for a particular quantity of
mud. The mixing of water really depends upon the
experience of the green brick making persons.
Field Visit
In most of the cases, a “plain” wooden die is used to make
the green brick. Such a die does not have any sort of
metallic lining on the inner side. The main disadvantage of
using such die is deformed brick edges. In some cases the
wooden die was set with an inner lining to give a smooth
texture to the bricks. A typical die can produce one brick at a
time. However, a different design can produce five green
bricks in one go. The advantage of using this type of die is
the higher rate of green brick production, thereby reduced
labor requirement. However, the serious disadvantage is the
added weight of five wet green bricks, which may not be
easy to handle. Along with this no standard is available
regarding the “age” and physical condition of a die.
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to ensure that the wet mud sludge does not stick to the
die.

Machine Made Bricks
Machine made bricks are consistent in physical
aspects like shape, size and weight, compressed
to 3,000 to 4,000 PSI. A simple mechanized brick
making plant may consist of sections for crushing
/grinding, water mixing, mud making/mixing, press,
brick making die and frogging.

Photograph No. 12 - Five brick
die at Chappar Bricks HAripur
NWFP (photograph by Abrar
Ahmad)

At local level, “Rotary” brick
making plants are available.
The two types of rotary brick
making machines include (i)
static brick making machine
that is run / operated with the
help of power from tractor, (ii)
moving brick making machine
that has to be pulled with the
Photograph No. 13 - Static Brick Making Machine, Adiala Road,
help of a tractor to operate.
Rawalpindi, Punjab (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
The first machine does not
occupy much space for production.
The second type of rotary brick making machine, after loading the raw material,
is towed with the help of a prime mover, usually tractor. According to one source
it requires a leveled area of about one to two acres to give production i.e. to lay
the bricks. Another disadvantage is that Rotary plant cannot be termed as a
continuous process since it
has to be stopped after the
raw material is consumed for
refilling. Also, the rotary brick
making plant is devoid of the
press to give strength of
typically compressed brick.
As for foreign made brick
making plants, the usually
Photograph No. 14 - Movable brick making Machine, Rabia
Bricks, Attock, Punjab (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
available
technology
is
Chinese. The Chinese brick
making plants, like a typical mechanized brick making plant, are accompanied by
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hopper for dry mud loading, crushers, water mixing set-up and mud mixing
sections. The actual brick making setup consists of press and brick making die.
Such types of plants have been installed at brick making plants at Rawat, District
Islamabad.
An English green brick making plant has been installed at a brick kiln located at
Haripur. The plant essentially consists of same parts as already referred.
Drying
Various techniques are
available for drying that
include open air sun
drying, hot floor, chamber,
tunnel, etc

Field Visit
In Pakistan, the green bricks are sun-dried; usually for duration
of six to seven days in summers. In case of winters the usual
practice is to sun-dry the green bricks for duration of twenty to
twenty five days; however, if the demand is high the bricks are
sun-dried for fifteen to sixteen days only. Afterwards the bricks
are transferred to the nearby kiln site for baking. Only one brick
kiln owner, during the visit, informed that they plan to introduce
chamber drying in the near future.
In the tunnel kiln visited, exhaust air from the kiln is used to dry
the green bricks

Photograph No. 15 - Sun-dried Green Bricks,
Harmain Bricks, Multan, Punjab (photograph by Abrar
Ahmad)
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Photograph No. 16 - Exhaust air from tunnel kiln used for
green brick drying, Standard Ceramics, Hattar, NWFP
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

Comparison with International Practices

Geological Survey;
International: Carried out by experienced geologists, to analyze the quality of
raw material, composition etc
Local: Not carried out as a requirement or part of business feasibility
Locations
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International and local: Usually found in localities close to agri-land and hills

Criteria for selection of location:
International: Clay characteristics and quality, ground / surface contour,
infrastructure like roads, water electricity, other civic amenities
Local: Same as for the international practices. However at times the kilns are
located based on “herd philosophy” instead of scientific reasoning. At a
particular location near Rawalpindi / Islamabad, one kiln was facing the problem
of small stones in the raw material which affected the mechanized brick making
plant. However, another kiln less than a mile away was not facing the
aforementioned problem
Storage / stock piling:
International: Stored in open air for one year to ensure optimal consistency
Local: No storage. Raw material put into production process as soon as
received
Excavation:
International: drag-lines, multi bucket excavators, simple excavators
Local: Excavators, hand digging
Transportation to green brick making site:
International: Depending upon distance either through conveyor belts or trucks
Local: Tractor trolleys, hand carts
Restoration of former clay mining sites:
International: habitat for flora, and fauna or create a natural recreation area for
local residents, or restored for use by agriculture or forestry businesses
Local; land leveled is used for agricultural purposes.
Preparation: Sorting, Crushing and Sieving:
International: land is usually cleared of grasses etc for approach and to ensure
that there are no undesired elements like roots, stones. Crushing may be
manual or mechanized. Sieving is needed to remove all particles larger than 5
mm for bricks, or 0.6 mm for roof tiles.
Local: In some cases the land is cleared. However at one site where
mechanical means were employed for excavation, it was observed that the land
was not cleared. The clay was simply excavated and transported on tractor
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trolleys to the brick making site. The tractor then simply pushed the clay into the
hopper of machine. In majority of the kilns using the typical combination of hand
made bricks with FCBTK, crushing is not done. In areas like Attock and Multan,
according to the kiln owners, crushing is not required as the quality of clay
received from the surroundings and areas in the near vicinity of kiln did not
require the process. In some places the larger chunks of clay were being
broken by a laborer standing on the wrought iron bar mesh. Sieving is generally
not practiced
In case of crushing, the equipment is arranged in three different formations. In
the first formation (photograph No. 17) the hopper is placed / installed at ground
level. The trench under the hopper is fitted with inclined conveyor to feed the
uncrushed clay to the crusher. The crusher itself is again installed on ground
level (photograph No. 18), on a top of trench. An inclined conveyor connects the
crusher to remaining system.

Photograph No. 17 – G.R. Bricks Rawat,
Islamabad (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

Photograph No. 18 – G.R. Bricks Rawat, Islamabad
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

In the second configuration the
crusher is placed directly below the
hopper. The crusher is installed
below the ground level.

Photograph No. 19 – Chappar Bricks, Haripur,
NWFP (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

In the third configuration the crusher is
installed on top of a small room. The uncrushed clay being fed to the crusher by
lifting it up the roof top (manually) and the
crushed clay falls down into the room. The
main disadvantage of this configuration is
Photograph No. 20 – Standard Ceramics,
Hattar, NWFP (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
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that it is not worker friendly. However it occupies less space as compared to the
previous two configurations. A bucket feeder may help to raise the uncrushed
clay to the roof top and thereby make the system more user / worker friendly.

Moulding
Methodology
International: Mechanized or by hand
Local: Hand moulded or by mechanized means.
Hand moulding methodology
International: simple wooden moulds are used. The clay / mud is is placed in
the mould and excess mud is wiped away.
Local: At local level, the same international methodology is used. Usually a
mould producing a single brick at a time is used. However, in one instance, a
mould that could produce five bricks at a time was observed. Although it van
produce bricks at a faster rate, however, it is difficult to handle owing to the
weight of five wet bricks. This subsequently results in improper slopping of the
mould affecting the quality of green bricks.
Brick releasing:
International: Bricks released through mechanical means in brick making
machines. In case of table moulds, the moulding process is the same as the
traditional moulding process, however the bricks are removed or ejected from
from the mould with the help of a foot operated level.
Local: In case of hand moudling, the typical methodology is used.
Mechanized Brick Production:
International: Mechanized brickworks use machines which extrude the clay
through a dye to form a clay column, which is wire cut into brick-sized pieces.
This method produces denser and stronger bricks, which can also be
perforated.
Local: In Pakistan, Chinese, English and local made rotary brick making plants
are operative. In most of the mechanized plants the bricks are not produced in
form of a column, rather these plants produce individual bricks, therefore wire
cut methodology is seldom used.
Green Brick Drying
International: Natural drying is done in sun and in chambers using heat
recovered from the kilns or the cooling zones.
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Local: Specific chambers, as mentioned under the international practice are not
used in Pakistan. The typical methodology drying the bricks in open sun is
practiced.
Storage of green bricks in Pakistan:
The bricks are usually stored in open places, subject to weather conditions. The
maximum protection that they get is a plastic, canvas or similar covering.
Although, when covered, the bricks are protected from direct rain water,
however, the rain and hail storms can still produce indentations on the top
layers. The bricks are simply lined on the ground, thereby reducing the green
brick making area. This process, however, has an advantage that all the bricks
produced in a lot are directly exposed to sun, leading to proper drying and no
de-shaping or compression on part of the top layers.
Transportation to the kiln
The bricks are usually transported to the kiln through donkey carts, hand carts.
In one instance the use of tractor trolleys, for transporting dried green bricks to
the kiln, was observed. In this case the green bricks are stacked in form pallets
and handled (for loading on the truck) with fork-lifts. The bricks, after
transportation to the kiln in tractor trolleys are un-loaded and stacked manually.
Stacking:
International: Internationally three types of methodologies are used that consist
of (i) close stacking, (ii) cross
stacking and (iii) herringbone
stacking
Local; the stacking is usually in
the form of “cross stacking”. A
modified version of the cross
sacking was also observed. The
brick are stacked with vertical
gaps of about four to six inches
and there is no horizontal gap
between the bricks. The brick
Photograph No. 21 – Al Madina Bricks Multan, Punjab
faces are in direct contact leaving
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
no space for horizontal air gaps
that help in uniform drying. As
per international standard, the gap of three to two centimeters between each
brick is usually ignored.
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Key Findings – brick making

Production Rate
Eight persons can produce 4,000 bricks per day (500 bricks/day/person) using hand
moulding methodology. If we assume that an average persons works twelve hours a
day then one can produce approximately 40 to 50 bricks per hour.
Wastage
In hand moulding process the average wastage, although varying from plant to plant,
is around 30%. The cause of wastage in case of hand moulded bricks can be
attributed to workmanship. The two methods used in hand moulding include (i) slopmoulding and (ii) sand moulding. In case of slop moulding method more water is
mixed with the clay. During the making process, green brick absorbs more water
obviously and thereby when brick is taken out of mould it may be slightly deformed. At
the same time more time is required to dry the green brick and to bring it to “leather
hard” condition. In case of sand moulding the brick may retain its shape. However the
quality of mould and the workmanship play a major role in the process. The
mechanized green brick making has a fixed quantity of water mixed into mud and the
extrusion and pressing methodologies help to retain the original shape of the green
brick.
Weather Effects
An issue that is common in both types, i.e. the mechanized and hand moulded green
bricks is the weather effect. At times the complete lot prepared during a particular
shift is wasted owing to weather conditions / rains. This relates to storage of the green
bricks. In the first place, the hand moulded bricks are made through “contract
system”, whereby an agreed amount is paid to the green brick contractor for every
one thousand bricks produced. The quality inspection, in the first place, is not
accurate. No sampling technique and scientific methodology (like measuring the
weight, dimensions and other attributes) is used to judge the green brick quality.
Secondly, once the kiln owner has made the payment the bricks become his property.
The green brick contractor is least bothered to protect the bricks from weather
conditions or any farm / pet animals moving around.
Manpower requirement
As mentioned under the heading of production rate, a person can produce 500 green
bricks per day. Thus in order to match the production rate of a Chinese green brick
making plant (4,000 green bricks / hour), English brick making plant (2,200 green
bricks per hour) and the local green brick making machine (1,250 green bricks/hour)
we require 80 or 44 or 25 workers respectively per day. Needless to mention, the
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mechanized green brick making is more efficient and has high rate of production as
compared to the traditional methodologies.
One of the major reasons given by the brick kiln owners for adopting the mechanized
production was the “labor issues”, encompassing the availability, skill levels,
productivity, attitude and the “run-away” problems.
Training
As already mentioned in the report the brick sector of Pakistan is one the unorganized sectors. as a consequence there are no specific training programs for the
green brick makers and also the kiln workers as well. The green brick making is
contracted out and the green brick contractors usually hire persons making bricks as
a family business. The craft is transferred from one generation to another or from a
seasoned worker to the “interns” in an informal manner. The skill level of the workers
generally depends upon the training imparted by the elders.
Maintenance requirement
Obviously in case of hand moulding maintenance cost is not a requirement. However,
in places where green bricks are not manufactured through contract system, the kiln
owner has to incur an extra amount of money in terms of providing housing / shelter,
utensils and some other basic needs. Along with this the system of “advance
payment” to each labourer is also practiced, whereby the labourers borrow certain
amount of money from the owners or get paid in advance. The issues related to this
system, pertaining to both the owners and labourers, are beyond the scope of this
study and hence not discussed. In case of the mechanized green brick making plants,
the maintenance cost is a direct function of the plant age. In some cases new green
brick making plants are being / have been imported. In some cases the plant being
used is a “second hand’ or an old model lying some where which is put into operation.
According to one owner, the major reason for failure of mechanized green brick
making plant was lack of proper and timely maintenance. At the same time the
dimensions of the brick mould need to be adjusted according to local dimensioning
requirements.
The Maintenance Cost
The maintenance costs, as given by various plant owners, vary from Pak. Rs. 8,000
to Pak Rs. 10,000 per week. The quarterly scheduled overhauling may touch figures
of Pak. Rs. 150,000. These figures include the cost of spares parts, consumables and
maintenance labour cost. .
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Cost comparison
According to estimates the cost of 1,000 hand moulded green bricks is approximately
Pak. Rs. 400 and the cost of machine made green bricks is around Pak. Rs. 200 to
Pak. Rs. 250. The saving in amount can easily off-set the maintenance cost
requirements, accompanied by less hassle in dealing with labour.
Electric Power Connectivity
Obviously the mechanized brick making plants are dependent upon electric power
supply. Pakistan, according to official sources, is facing a shortfall of 4,500 MW to
5,000 MW. With growing demand for power supply the demand supply gap is
envisaged to further widen. This scenario is further worsened when coupled with the
increasing electric power tariffs. During the second half of 2008, there was an
increase of roughly 30~40% in the electric power tariffs.
The oil prices volatilities in the international market also affect the industry. In order to
“hedge” the industry against price hikes and supply fluctuations, it is essential to
adopt energy efficient methods.
The power supply issue can seriously affect the introduction and wide dissemination
of mechanized brick making in the country. The kilns located in close proximity of
major cities may not face the connectivity issue. However, those away from major
cities or located deeper in a village may face the issue.
Under the above scenario, mechanized green brick making may find limited
acceptability. However the local versions, which use tractor as prime mover, can be
introduced in areas facing electric power connectivity issues.
Worker’s safety
During the visit it was also felt that in the mechanized green brick making plant no or
very little attention is given to worker safety / convenience. Addition of proper “catwalks” for high rise sections of the plant and installation of “safety guards” on rotating
parts and moving components like belts for transmitting power may help to improve
the working conditions and to avoid minor or fatal injuries, the cost of which is usually
borne by the owner.
Financing and Investment
While collecting information on the banking policies with specific reference to the brick
industry, it was learnt that the banks are not financing the brick kiln industry as a
sector. In some instances banks are willing to provide financing for plant and
machinery. However, this factor is yet to be explored in an organized manner, i.e. the
banks are not advertising financing for plants and machinery for brick production as
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they do for other products. At the same time banks have certain specific regulations /
requirements for financing, e.g. the owner’s address or at least the industrial unit
should be located in well established locality of a city, like an industrial area etc.
Majority of the brick kilns are located in villages for which the banks are not willing to
provide financing. In only one case a local bank had provided financing for plant,
machinery and working capital.
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SWOT Analysis of Mechanized Green Brick
Production in Pakistan

The SWOT analysis of mechanized green brick making in Pakistan, on the basis of
first hand information gained from various entrepreneurs is given in Table 5
Table No. 5: SWOT Analysis, Mechanized Green Brick Production in Pakistan

Strengths







Consistent product quality
High compressive strength
High rate of Production
Less Expensive
Less labor intensive
Availability and manufacturing
spare parts at local level
Opportunities

Threats
 Increasing electrical power tariffs

of
Weaknesses

 Indigenous development of green  Maintenance persons are not readily
brick making plants
available
 Bank financing for plant and  Spares available only in major
machinery
markets at Lahore, Rawalpindi,
Gujranwala
thereby
leading
to
 Employment generation for skilled
problem in smooth operations
labor
 Mass production – presently a single
mechanized brick making plant may
be enough to meet the requirements
for more than one traditional FCBTKs
operating
in
Pakistan,
thereby
reducing the capital investments on
part of green brick manufacturer and
kiln operator
 Local version not dependent upon
electricity, therefore it can be used
anywhere.
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Recommendations for green brick making

The two major aspects of brick production, i.e. green brick making and brick baking,
need to be developed simultaneously in order to reap the true benefits of the latest
technological trends. Green bricks manufactured on mechanized plants have certain
definite advantages over hand made bricks in terms of size and shape consistency. A
few recommendations may be given due consideration for green brick making:
 Import of advanced technology for green brick making with proper transfer
of technology leading to mass scale production of the brick making plants
at local level
 Adopting the imported technology to suit our local requirements in terms of
electric power unavailability and outages
 The advantages of green bricks manufactured on mechanized plants are
yet to be disseminated among the local population
 Lack of financing for plant and machinery can lead to purchase of low /
inferior technology, thereby resulting in wastage of capital investment.
 Introduction of chamber drying at large scale
 The local green brick manufacturing plants, as learnt from discussions, are
not successful. The rotary green brick making plant requires a wide leveled
piece of land for operations. Local plant manufacturing industries need to
develop / adopt designs and processes as embodied in green brick
manufacturing plants from foreign sources
 Building model green brick making plant, as being done in case of VSBK,
meeting technical, safety and environmental requirements to provide
guidance to the investors, banks, entrepreneurs etc. Such model plants
should be established in a number of localities, may be spread over the
four provinces, for wide dissemination of information.
 Improving the local brick making plants: The locally made rotary bricks
making plants have a production capacity of producing 10,000 bricks per
eight hour shift (1,250 bricks / hour). One form is required to be pulled by
the tractor to operate and the other one is static, however, a tractor is
required to act as the prime mover to run the machine. A simple
comparison tells that:
 The production capacity is low as compared to Chinese brick making
plants which have a capacity of producing 4,000 green bricks / hour
 Apart from the above local brick making plants have been observed
as a “stand alone arrangements. They are not accompanied by
gadgets like crushing machine etc.
 Therefore, the local rotary green brick making plant (static, with tractor as
prime mover) can be solution to the investors, entrepreneurs who want to
invest in mechanized green brick making but are facing problems pertaining
electricity connectivity and outages. Also the ever increasing cost of
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electricity can affect the business bottom line. On the other hand the
Chinese plants have obviously more production capacity
Along with the VSBK concept it is essential that “composite” model brick
making units be installed in different locations; using Chinese and local
green brick making plants (as solution to electricity problems) and VSBK’s.
The investors importing machinery for brick making may incorporate proper
terms and conditions for technology transfer in their contracts / contract
negotiations.
Artificial drying (as in large mechanized plants) is done in special drying
chambers, which make use of heat recovered from the kilns or cooling
zones be promoted.
Barbed wire fencing around storage space for green bricks and covering
them with appropriate materials when required
Train a dedicated team of technicians to resolve maintenance issues in
mechanized brick making plants.
Introduction of brick stacking techniques according to best international
practices (close stacking / cross stacking / herringbone stacking)
Alternate Source of Mud / Clay for Green Brick Making
Dredging
 A large of quantity of mud is accumulated in the canal / irrigation
system. Each year the canals are closed for cleaning purposes,
referred as “Bhal Safai”. All irrigation channels may be dredged
accordingly. The silt thus collected may be used for making bricks
depending upon its suitability.
 A separate study may help to determine the suitability of using the
mud collected from canal system for green brick making. The study
may not only hinge around determining suitability, but also determine /
recommend technology or methodology for collecting mud
accumulating at the bottom of canal.
 Advantages:
 Less degradation of top soil, agri-land
 No need to close the canals for cleaning as the mud from
canal would be collected through out the year
 Introduction of VSBK is viewed to be based on the principle of
technology push rather than market pull. Same concept may be
applicable to such technological interventions in the green brick
making as well.
Fly Ash Bricks
 According to studies, flyash is also a good material for making bricks.
Flyash generated from thermal power plants is an excellent source for
the substance. It can be mixed with clay and used for making bricks.
The advantages of flyash bricks include (i) The unburnt carbon
present in the flyash helps in reducing coal consumption upto 5 tons
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per 100,000 bricks, (ii) reduces drying losses in the shaped bricks, (iii)
Higher strength bricks can be made from red and black soils, (iv)
Bricks are comparable in quality, (v) Provides better thermal insulation
to walls and (vi) reduces dead load on structures.


Artificial drying
 The purpose of artificial drying is to efficiently remove moisture from
green brick for better firing / baking. There are several types of
artificial fryers available. A good example was also observed during
visit to tunnel kiln, wherein hot exhaust air from kiln is used for artificial
drying of green bricks. Artificial drying may require use of electrical
power or diesel generating sets.
 Following types of artificial dryers are used for the purpose:
 Hot floor drying
 Tunnel dryer
 Waste heat dryer
 Chamber dryer
 Heap dryer
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Brick Baking

For brick baking the typical process / kiln used is the fixed chimney bull’s trench kiln
(FCBTK). In majority of the cases, the main reason behind using this type of kiln is
the availability of local technical expertise. Along with the FCBTK, in the recent past,
kilns like modified fixed chimney bull’s trench kiln (M-FCBTM), yet to be
operationalized), Hoffman Kiln and the tunnel kiln have been introduced. Three
Vertical Shaft Brick Kilns are under construction, to be operationalized in the near
future.
The purpose of the field visits from the perspective of kiln technology was to discuss
the various methodologies pertaining to brick baking, the types of fuel used, brief
financial comparison in terms of capital investment and modifications / innovations.
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Description of Various Types of Kilns

According to production operations 8, the brick kilns are classified as under:
A. Intermittent Kilns
1. Clamp
2. Scove
3. Scotch / up draught
4. Down draught
B. Continuous Kilns
1. Moving fire annular kilns
a. Hoffmann
b. Bull’s trench
c. Zig-zag: Habla, High Draught
2. Moving ware kilns
a. Tunnel
b. Vertical Shaft
Description of the major classes and
their examples is as following:
A. Intermittent Kilns: In case of an
intermittent kiln the product is
placed in the kiln and heated to a
desired temperature according to
specified time periods; followed by
a cooling process and removal of

Photograph No 22 - Clamp Kiln: photograph from Asia-Pacific
Environmental Innovation Strategies (APEIS), Research on Innovative
and Strategic Policy Options (RISPO), Good Practices Inventory
(www.iges.or.jp/APEIS/RISPO/inventory/db/pdf/0117.pdf)
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the product. This in-turn is followed by reloading and reheating processes.
Intermittent kilns include clamps and scove kilns (traditional field kilns), up draught
and downdraught kilns. Their fuel efficiency is very low, but they are adaptable to
changing market demands. They vary in size from 10,000 to 100,000 bricks per
batch.
Clamp kiln consists of a structure
with permanent outer walls and
open on the top. The bricks and
fuel are placed in alternate layers.
Holes at the bottom of the kiln are
used to ignite the fire after setting
up the raw bricks and fuel. The flue
gases are trapped inside during
firing process. Advantages of this
type of kiln include (i) absence of
Photograph No. 23 – Clamp Kiln, Qureshi
chimney prevents emission from
Bricks Lohibher, Islamabad (photograph by
top, (ii) small size, (iii) adaptability
Abrar Ahmad)
to burn bricks of all shapes and
sizes, (iv) Low skill requirement, (v)
low capital investment. The disadvantages include (i) slow combustion, (ii)
uncontrolled firing, and (iii) over and under burnt bricks
Scove kilns consists of structure
which is mud plastered on all sides
with mud. The basic principle of
Scove Kilns is the same as the
clamp kilns. The Scove Kilns
consist of additional tunnels which
are built across the base of the pile,
to feed additional fuel. However,
this method is not very efficient due
to over and under burnt bricks.

Photograph No. 24 – Scove Kiln (photograph from A
little historical background on bricks and brick making
www. Brick History scotch.htm)

Beehive Kiln: An igloo / beehive kiln is an intermittent down draught kiln. It
consists of a round brick structure wrapped with steel bands to control the
expansion caused by heating the kiln. The bricks to be burned are stacked in
the kiln with narrow spaces between them so the heat will pass completely
around them. The kiln is sealed by walling the doors shut with brick and
mortar. The heat may be applied either from the bottom or the top. The
beehive kiln has a low yield as it requires more time to burn the bricks.
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Scotch / Up draught kilns function in the same way as scove kilns However,
they are based on permanent structures of walls and tunnels. The Scotch
Kiln consists of four walls with fire holes in the sides which lead under a
perforated floor onto which the bricks were stacked. The heat passes up
through the bricks and out of the top of the kiln. There are a large number of
variations on this with baffles and various flue systems which control the flow
of the gases and heat through the kiln and the temperature within the kiln.
The development of these kilns eventually leads to the downdraught kilns
where the heat is pulled through the bricks from the top due to a draught from
a large chimney.
B. Continuous Kilns: These kilns are basically long structures; heat is supplied to the
central part of the kiln. The product while moving through the kiln passes through
cool, hot and again cool parts of the kiln. The exit temperature of the product is
almost room temperature.
Moving fire annular kilns
Hoffmann kiln: consists of a
multi-chamber structure in
which heat dissipated from the
cooling bricks is used to
increase the temperature of
combustion air. The exhaust
gasses from firing zone are
used to preheat the un-worked
bricks. The un-worked bricks
are stacked and cooled bricks
Photograph No. 25 – Hoffman Kiln (photograph
are removed simultaneously
from
www.scotland.gov.uk/.../2007/06/04121200/1)
from the kiln. The advantages
include
(i)
continuous
operation, (ii) reduced fuel consumption owing to preheating of bricks by flue
gasses, (iii) good quality bricks due to equal heating of all bricks and (iv)
control of emissions due to chimney height. The Hoffmann kilns have higher
capital investment.
Bull's trench kiln: The operating principle of Bull’s trench Kiln is the same
as the Hoffmann kiln. The main difference is that the arched roof is replaced
with wide based moveable metallic chimneys. However, both fixed and
movable chimney versions are used. The chimneys are placed on openable
vent holes set in the brick and ash top of the kiln. The fuel is fed through the
holes on the top. Advantages include high yield and quality. However, it has
environmental impacts that lead the Government in Nepal / Kathmandu to
stop the registration of Moving Chimney Bulls Trench Kiln (BTK) Technology
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in 2003 and imposing a complete ban in 2004. In modified fixed chimney
bull’s trench kiln, gravity settling chamber is provided within the kiln.
Zig Zag: Habla, High-draught
kiln: The high draught kiln is an
advanced form of Bull's trench
kiln. In this type openings are left
on the alternate sides of the cross
walls of the un-worked bricks. The
air movement is in a zig zag
manner. As a result of this
arrangement the hot air is made to
travel a longer distance. This
Photograph No. 26 – Habla kiln (photograph
results in more fuel efficiency for a
from http://www.hablakilns.com/habla.htm)
given quantity.
The Habla kiln consists of a long fire zone moving through stationary bricks.
The fire zone is advanced by a low
horsepower, induced draft, axial
flow fan.
Moving Ware kilns
Tunnel Kiln: is a continuous
operation kiln. The wet bricks are
packed on the kiln cars which
move from the dryer into the kiln at
Photograph No. 27 – Tunnel Kiln (photograph from
a slow pace. The fire remains in
history1 kiln types.htm)
one place and the cars move
through the fire, increasing in temperature, as high as 1950 degree
Fahrenheit (1065 degree centigrade), subsequently the bricks enter the
cooling zone where the hot air is removed and circulated to the dryer. The
tunnel kiln is constructed with brick and lined with fire brick on the inner side.
Vertical Shaft Kiln:
In these kilns, the bricks are
stacked in a vertical shaft. Green
bricks are loaded from the top in
batches. At the bottom of the
shaft, bricks are taken out at the
same rate with a special
unloading device. Combustion
takes place in the middle of the
vertical shaft.

Photograph No. 28 – VSBK (photograph
from www.devalt.org/da/tsb/vsbk.pdf)

The combustion air enters at the bottom of the shaft and moves up through
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the already burnt bricks. So when the air reaches the combustion zone it is
preheated to about 7,500 degrees centigrade. After combustion the hot flue
gases move up through the unfired bricks. The transfer of heat to the bricks
is very efficient, that the temperature of the exhaust gas is low enough to
hold a hand over it.
Chamber kiln:
The Chamber kiln consists of a series
of adjacent chambers, arranged in a
ring or oval form, through which the fire
moves. The fire may take some time to
complete the ring depending upon the
ring length. The waste gas from the fire
preheats the product / raw bricks in
chambers toward which the fire is
moving. On the other hand the
combustion air is preheated by the
product / heat treated bricks in
chambers that have already been fired.

Photograph No. 29 – Chamber Kiln
(photograph from www.Chamber Kiln.htm

During the field visit, various types of kilns were visited and first hand information was
obtained from the kiln owners, entrepreneurs and relevant person. The methodologies
used, i.e. the various types of kilns, were analyzed from different aspects and the
comparative analysis is given in proceeding text.
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Fixed Chimney Bull’s Trench Kiln
Figure 1: Top view- Schematic diagram FCBTK
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The kiln Arrangements
The kiln, as shown in figure 1 is arranged around the kiln chimney. The baking of bricks
is a “circular process”; i.e. on one hand green bricks are placed / stacked in the trench
and on the other hand the heat-treated bricks are removed from the kiln. The bricks are
placed and removed from the kiln via the entry / exit gates which are later on sealed with
mud during the baking. As shown in the figure only one entrance is used at a time for
placing and removing the green and baked bricks respectively

Brick Baking Process
The green bricks are stacked in a manner that, theoretically, is supposed to maintain sufficient
gaps between the bricks to allow hot air circulation. The green bricks are covered with mud, on
the top, to trap the hot air within. Blow holes are left on the top of mud covering for two
purposes, (i) enabling feeding of coal from the top, in the section that is being baked and (ii)
visual inspection of the bricks being baked. During the baking process, the blow holes are
covered with heavy metallic lids to prevent the leakage / exhaust of the hot air. The exhaust
tunnel doors are closed and opened in a particular sequence during the process. This allows the
exhaust gasses to enter the exhaust tunnel which ultimately are drawn by the chimney, through
the main exhaust chamber, for exhaust in the air (up-draught). The other tunnel doors will
remain closed till the bricks are baked to trap the hot air within to pre-heat the green bricks.
Man-holes behind the exhaust tunnel doors are used to open and close the relevant exhaust
tunnel doors.

Controlling the Air-circulation
In order to prevent the air from entering
kiln from wrong direction a canvas cloth
is used; which may not perfectly serve
the purpose.

Brick Production and fuel
According to the information received
approximately 20,000 to 22,000 bricks
per day are produced in the type of brick
Photograph No. 30 – Canvas cloth for controlling airkiln described (brick tunnel width 24
flow, Harmain Bricks, Punjab (photograph by Abrar
feet). This figure will obviously vary
Ahmad)
according to the kiln size. In order to
produce 100,000 bricks, roughly 35 tons of coal is required. The kiln visited uses coal
brought in from Quetta, for its good burning qualities. It takes about thirty days to
complete the whole cycle viz-a-viz placing the green bricks and removing the baked
bricks.
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Problems with the FCBTK
The problems identified with this type of brick baking process include, along with the
other problems:
 Heat recovery
Front
 Kiln temperature monitoring is
based on the experience of the kiln
fireman and no instruments are
employed for the purpose.
 Stacking is not according to a
standard
practice.
As
already
discussed under the section pertaining
to green brick making the brick faces
are in direct contact, thereby leaving
Photograph No. 31 – Green bricks improperly
no gap in-between for proper
stacked in FCBTK – Harmain Bricks Multan, Punjab
circulation of hot air. At the same time
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
the passage provided for air-circulation
does not have uniform “dimensioning”
thereby resulting in improper aircirculation. Improper stacking also
results in crumbling of the whole block
(photograph No. 31), damaging the
green bricks. According to a kiln
owner, the green bricks in this situation
are baked as big lumps, which are
used for land filling or any other similar
purpose. The typical issues with this
type of stacking, as observed, are
shown in the images.
 Workers’
Exposure
to
high
temperature is another issue. The
fuel is added from top manually and
the worker stands very close to the
loading hole. The exhaust emissions
and high temperatures have a direct
impact on workers health. At the same
time the workers, in order to open /
close the connections of side exhaust
tunnels to the main exhaust tunnel,
are required to enter into a man-hole
and perform the requisite function. In
this way they are again exposed to
exhaust gasses.

Photograph No. 32 – Uneven air-circulation space
between stacked green bricks, Harmain Bricks
Multan, Punjab (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

Top view

Photograph No. 33 – Exhaust Tunnel, Harmain
Bricks Multan, Punjab (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
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 The fuel (solid coal) is added with the
help of shovels. No specific / standard
sizes are available. At the same time the
quantity of fuel, shoveled in one go, really
depends on how much a person can pick
in one go. The quantity of fuel added
again depends upon the experience of kiln
fireman. However, rough estimates of
quantity of coal used per 100,000 bricks
were available with the owners / firemen
Photograph No. 34 – Coal addition from top
in most of the cases. This estimation is
of FCBTK, Al-Madina Bricks Multan, Punjab
not
used
for
technical
/
firing
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
requirements; rather it is more related to
maintaining coal stock and ordering cycle requirements.

Key findings and Comparisons
The key findings pertaining to FCBTK and comparison with international information is
given in table 6;
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Table No. 6: Key Findings and Comparisons - FCBTK

Sr.
No.

Parameter

1

Investment
(Pak. Rs.
Million) – all
values
estimated
max.

Criteria

Chimney
Other
total
Per day
Available days

2

Production

3

fuel

4

Labor

Total Production
Grade “A” Bricks
Saving in Grade “A” bricks
Ready for sale (production
cycle)
Time saving
Coal quantity / 100,000 bricks
Coal cost / 100,000 bricks (coal
@ Rs. 6,500/ton)
Saving in coal cost (base line
FCBTK) Pak Rs.
Energy Efficencny
Technical
Support
Total
Training

Space / Land requirements

5

Environment

Comparative Area
Requirements for Actual Kiln
SPM
CO2 emission per brick (kg CO2
per 1000 brick)

6
7

Working
conditions
Economic
Aspects

Exposure to high temperatures
Payback time

Traditional FCBTK
Local
International
1.5 (Indian Rs. –
9
2003)
2.5
today’s value in Pak
Rs. is approx.2.5 m
9
3
1.78
5.5
3.28
22,000
15,000 – 25,000 0
240 (8 month
11
144
operations.)
5,280,000
3,600,000
9
50%
65 – 70%
30 days

-

35 to 40 tons 17.5 to 24 tons 12
227,500 (on
113,750
min. coal qty.)
113,750
21-47%
4
20
24
Not required
Horizontal –
thereby more
space
required
: 100 -150 ft.
x 30 -50 feet

6

Yes
-

9

1 ha, of which 0.4 ha
used round the year,
rest only during
10
production

More than
500 mg/Nm3.

13

9

350 mg/Nm3.
571

13

1.2 years

11

Note:

 The quantity of fuel mentioned is based on the information received from the
entrepreneurs at local level. The quantity of coal required for 100,000 bricks varies
from 35 to 40 tons.
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 However, in case of multiple fuels the quantity of coal is obviously reduced in
proportion to the alternate fuel, like saw dust, being used. A kiln operating in Multan,
for instance required approximately 12 tons of coal and same quantity of saw dust
for 100,000 bricks.
 It was learnt that the coal prices for various destinations varied, like in Multan area,
the cost of coal was quoted as Pak. Rs. 4,500 per ton, whereas in Islamabad /
Rawalpindi area it was quoted as Pak. Rs. 6,000 to 7,000 per ton
 The saving in fuel cost has been calculated by using the fuel cost of traditional
FCBTK as baseline figure. This applies to all subsequent comparative tables as
well.
 The underlined superscripts provide reference to the documents mentioned in
annexure 6 according to the serial number. Same applies to the subsequent tables
as well.
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The Modified Fixed Chimney Bull’s Trench
Kiln (M-FCBTK)

The M-FCBTK uses same basic methodology as for the normal / traditional FCBTK. The
special feature used in M-FCBTK is the “Gravity Settling Chamber”. The chamber
separates larger particles generated from coal. Air flows at a low horizontal velocity
within the chamber as a result of which the larger particles are settled down; being
pulled down due to gravitational force. The particle matter is collected at bottom of
chamber which is required to be cleaned at regular intervals.

The Exhaust Shunts
An improvement in the M-FCBTK
Side exhaust tunnel
Main exhaust tunnel
installed is that the side exhaust tunnels
are not directly connected with main
exhaust tunnel Rather a “U” shaped
shunt in inverted position is placed on top
of two openings; thereby connecting the
exhaust tunnels. The negative pressure
in chimney pulls the air from side exhaust
tunnels, leading to the main exhaust
tunnel and through the chimney. The
system, apparently, is more user friendly
Photograph No. 35 – Side and main exhaust tunnels,
and protects the workers from exposure
Rabia Bricks Attock, Punjab – to be linked through shunts
during operations (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
to hot air while operating inside the
tunnels for opening / closing the tunnel
doors. However, the real analysis of this system can be carried out only when the kiln is
operational.

Key findings - MFCBTK
The key findings pertaining to M-FCBTK (estimation basis) and comparison with
international information are given in Table 7
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Table No. 7: Key Findings and Comparisons – M-FCBTK
Sr. No.

1

Parameter
Investment
(Pak. Rs.
Million) – all
values
estimated max.

Criteria

Production

3

4

fuel

Labor

3.0

-

Other
total
Per day

3
6
50,000
240 (8 month
operations.)
12,000,000
90%

-

Total Production
Grade “A” Bricks
Saving in Grade “A”
bricks
Ready for sale
(production cycle)
Time saving
Coal quantity / 100,000
bricks
Coal cost / 100,000 bricks
(coal @ Rs. 6,500/ton)
Saving in coal cost
(FCBTK) Pak. Rs.
Energy Efficencny
Technical
Support
Total
Training
Space / Land
requirements

5

Environment

Comparative Area
Requirements for Actual
Kiln
SPM

6
7

Working
conditions
Economic
Aspects

Modified FCBTK
International

Chimney

Available days

2

Local

CO2 emission per brick
(kg CO2 per 1000 brick)
Exposure to high
temperatures
Payback time

-

40%

-

15 days

-

15 days
15 tons

17.5 to 24 tons

97,500

113,750

130,000

113,750

4
20
24
Not required
Horizontal –
thereby more
space required

12

1 ha, of which 0.4
ha used round the
year, rest only during
production

-

-

Less than 300
mg/Nm3.

-

-

-

Less than FCBTK

-

-

-

10
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Hoffman Kiln

The Hoffman kiln visited was not yet operational. Data for at least one seasonal
operation or at least six months would be required to prepare a true analysis from
different aspects. The owner provided some inputs pertaining to the actual capital
investment and certain other parameters. However the coal requirements and other
aspects were yet theoretical / estimated and could be determined only after actual
operations. On the basis of discussions, the comparison of Hoffman kiln (estimation
basis) installed in Pakistan with international information is given in Table 8
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Table No. 8: Key findings and Comparisons – Hoffman kiln
Sr. No.

1

Parameter

Investment
(Pak. Rs. Million) – all
values estimated max.

Criteria

15

11

Other

10

13.5

Available days

Production

3

4

fuel

Labor

Total Production
Grade “A” Bricks
Saving in Grade “A”
bricks
Ready for sale
(production cycle)
Time saving
Coal quantity / 100,000
bricks
Coal cost / 100,000
bricks (coal @ Rs.
6,500/ton)
Saving in coal cost
(baseline FCBTK) Pak.
Rs.
Energy Efficencny
Technical
Support
Total
Training
Space / Land
requirements

5

Environment

6

Working conditions

7

Economic Aspects

9

Chimney

total
Per day

2

Local

Hoffman
International

Comparative Area
Requirements for
Actual Kiln
SPM
CO2 emission per brick
(kg CO2 per 1000
brick)
Exposure to high
temperatures
Payback time

25
40,000
300

9

24.25
365

12,000,000
95%

-

45%

-

7 days

-

23 days
N.A.

-

11

22 to 25 tons

12

143,000

84,500

20-56%
5
10
15
May be
Horizontal –
thereby more
space
required
-

13

Minimum 4 ha
round
the year

10

½ of the BTK

10

N.A.
9

-

685

Less than
FCBTK
-

2.8 years

11
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Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln

VSBK - Pakistan
Three vertical shaft brick kilns
are being constructed presently
A little Word of Caution
in Islamabad and Rawaplndi
areas. The kilns are being
 Be it Modified-fixed chimney bull’s trench kiln, the Hoffman kiln or the
constructed under the guidance
VSBK, simply inferring results on the basis of previous experience in
some
other country cannot lead to an accurate analysis. The quality of
of technical experts from SKAT
coal available in Pakistan has different chemical properties as
consulting.
During
the
compared to that available in other countries, like moisture content,
discussion, one of the owners
sulfur etc.

As an example consider the Thar Coal. According to estimates 21 tons
provided estimated figures for
of Thar coal is required to produce 1 MW of electricity from Thermal
different parameters. The figures
Power Plants. Whereas 15 tons of coal, internationally available, are
are based on hypothesis that the
required to produce same amount of electricity. This is mainly due to
high moisture content.
same
kilns
have
been
 Unless and until the results are monitored on an operative system,
operational in the neighboring
further dissemination of a particular type may be a risk
countries and it is expected that
they would also have the same
results in Pakistan as well, especially with reference to fuel utilization and emissions.

Comparison of VSBKs
Comparisons of VSB kilns being constructed in
Pakistan (on the estimation basis) with those
operative in other countries and FCBTK are given in
Tables 9 and 9(A) respectively.

Photograph No. 36 – Under construction
VSBK, Qureshi Bricks Lohibher, Islamabad
(photograph by Abrar Ahmad)
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Table No. 9 – VSBK Comparison
Sr. No.

Parameter

Criteria

VSBK
(two shaft- estimated)
Local (Est.)
International
9

1

Investment
(Pak. Rs. Million) –
all values estimated
max.

Chimney

3

Other

3

total

6

Per day
Available days
2

3

4

Production

fuel

Labor

Environment

Working conditions

7

Economic Aspects

8,000

8,000

300

300

Grade “A” Bricks

95%

Saving in Grade “A” bricks
Ready for sale (production
cycle)
Time saving
Coal quantity / 100,000
bricks
Coal cost / 100,000 bricks
(coal @ Rs. 6,500/ton)
Saving in coal cost
(baseline FCBTK) Pak. Rs.
Energy Efficencny

45%

-

1 day

-

Comparative Area
Requirements for Actual
Kiln
SPM

6

2.08

2,400,000

Technical
Support
Total
Training

CO2 emission per brick (kg
CO2 per 1000 brick)
Exposure to high
temperatures
Payback time

9

1.08

Total Production

Space / Land requirements

5

1.0 (Indian Rs. – 2003)
today’s value in Pak Rs. is
approx.1.6 m

11

11

9

80-84%

29 days
10 tons estimated

11 to 16 tons

65,000

72,000

12

155,500
60-93%

13

10
6
16
Yes
Vertical – occupies
less space: 1 x 2 =
2m2

35 x 12 ft

-

Less than 1/3 of the BTK

Less than 200
mg/Nm3.

24

C

9

13

10

77-250 mg/Nm3

-

274

9

Not exposed
-

0.5 years

11

(six months)
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Table No. 9(A) – 4 Shaft VSBK Comparison with FCBTK
Sr. No.

Parameter

1

Investment
(Pak. Rs. Million) –
all values estimated
max.

Criteria

Chimney

2.5

4,586,513

Other
total
Per day

2,163,777
6,750,290
16,000

Total Production

3
5.5
22,000
240 (8 month
operations.)
5,280,000

Grade “A” Bricks

50%

Available days

2

3

4

Production

fuel

Labor

Saving in Grade “A” bricks
Ready for sale (production
cycle)
Time saving
Coal quantity / 100,000
bricks
Coal cost / 100,000 bricks
(coal @ Rs. 6,500/ton)
Saving in coal cost
(baseline FCBTK) Pak. Rs.
Energy Efficencny
Technical
Support
Total
Training

Space / Land requirements

5

Environment

Comparative Area
Requirements for Actual
Kiln
SPM

6

Working conditions

7

Economic Aspects

FCBTK and 4 shaft VSBK
FCBTK
VSBK 4 shaft

CO2 emission per brick (kg
CO2 per 1000 brick)
Exposure to high
temperatures
Payback time (months)

354
5,664,000
9

80-84%

-

-

30 days

4 days (initial startup)

35 to 40 tons

26 days
22 to 32 tons

227,500 (on min.
coal qty.)

143,000
84,500
60-93%

4
20
24
Not required
Horizontal –
thereby more
space required
: 100 -150 ft. x 30 50 feet
More than 500
mg/Nm3.
-

24

13

9

Required

(35 x 12 ft) x 2

Less than 1/3 of the BTK
9

77-250 mg/Nm3
274

9

Yes
30

23
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Tunnel Kiln

Tunnel Kilns in Pakistan
Two tunnel kilns were studied during the study,
one

actually

visited

at

Hatter

NWFP

and

information was obtained from the owner of other
kiln operating at Gujranwala Punjab. These kilns
are used for manufacturing of Fire Bricks. The
raw material is brought in from the the areas of
Attock, Mianwali, Abbottabad and Haripur.

Man Power

Photograph No. 37 – Green bricks stacked on
trolley before entering tunnel kiln, Standard
Ceramics Hattar, NWFP (photograph by Abrar
Ahmad)

In the tunnel kiln visited at Hattar
NWFP, the brick making process and
kiln operation requires a team of only
ten

persons

to

carry

on

the

operations. Out of these ten, there is
only

one

technical

person

who

operates the kiln. The remaining
persons are semiskilled, trained to
perform the functions of green brick
making and supporting the “kiln fire-

Photograph No. 38 – Green bricks being pushed into tunnel kiln,
Standard Ceramics Hattar, NWFP (photograph by Abrar Ahmad)

man” while the kiln is operating.

Green Brick Making
Green brick making process is almost the
same as described in the section pertaining
to

green

brick

making.

Bricks

with

rectangular shape are made on mechanical
press and the hollow-circular bricks are
made by hand die.

Photograph No. 39 – Tunnel Kiln, Standard
Ceramics Hattar, NWFP (photograph by Abrar
Ahmad)
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Brick drying
The green bricks are dried in a shed, which also uses the heat recovered from kiln to dry
and to some extent preheat the bricks.

Stacking
Green bricks are loaded on the trolleys by hand. Trolleys are pushed by hand on rails
and after turning the trolleys in the kiln direction, they are pushed into the tunnel by a
“pusher mechanism” .The pusher mechanism is operated in a manner that trolley takes
about three-four days to enter the tunnel kiln. This requirement is based on (i) time
required for the bricks’ firing, (ii) sudden push or a jerk may cause the green bricks to
slip / fall down and get damaged.

Brick Baking
The kiln, gas operated, takes about four days time to reach the desired temperature,
which is approximately 1300 degree centigrade.

The Pros and Cons
Tunnel kiln, technically is not affected by weather conditions and can be operational
throughout the year. However in case of the kiln visited, the Gas Supply Company has
contracted, not only with this tunnel kiln but other industries in the area as well, that gas
would be supplied only for duration of nine months in a calendar year. Therefore in this
case the total number of days available is 270. The kiln is fired from sides and therefore
bricks are stacked on trolleys in a manner that allows hot air to pass through the brick
layers in a direction perpendicular to the rail direction. A schematic diagram of the kiln is
given in figure 2
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Figure 2: Schematic layout of tunnel kiln installed at Haripur, NWFP
A

Office

G

4'-0"

36 sq. ft.

B

H
C
I
D
J

K

L

Office

Office

170 sq. ft.

170 sq. ft.

E

M

N

F

O

P
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Legend
Drawing By: Abrar Ahmad
A

Outer wall of the shed

B

Rail track for trolleys

C

Trolleys loaded with green bricks

D

Exhaust pipe from kiln to use hot air for green brick drying

E

Trolleys to be loaded

F

Green bricks stacked for drying

G

Pusher mechanism to push trolleys in tunnel

H

Trolley loaded with green bricks entering tunnel

I

Trolley in pre-heating zone

J

Inner wall of tunnel kiln lined with fire bricks

K

Outer wall of tunnel kiln made of clay bricks

L

Trolleys in baking / heating zone

M

Exhaust on outer top of the tunnel

N

Natural gas valves

O

Trolley in cooling zone

P

Winch mechanism to pull out trolleys

Comparison of tunnel kilns in Pakistan with international information is given in tables 10
and 10(A) respectively.
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Table No. 10 – Tunnel Kiln
Sr. No.

Parameter

1

Investment
(Pak. Rs.
Million) – all
values
estimated max.

2

3

Production

fuel

4

Labor

Criteria

Chimney

Other
total
Per day
Available days
Total Production
Grade “A” Bricks
Saving in Grade “A” bricks
Ready for sale (production
cycle)
Time saving
Coal quantity / 100,000 bricks
Coal cost / 100,000 bricks
(coal @ Rs. 6,500/ton)
Saving in coal cost
Energy Efficencny
Technical
Support
Total
Training
Space / Land requirements

5

6

Environment

Working
conditions

Comparative Area
Requirements for Actual Kiln
SPM
CO2 emission per brick (kg
CO2 per 1000 brick)
Exposure to high
temperatures

Tunnel Kiln (Hattar NWFP)
Local
International

Pak. Rs. 10 million in
1990. Today’s cost is
roughly three times more

2,200
270
594,000
90%
40%
7 days
23 days
The kiln is gas fired.
Exact estimates were
not available with the
owner.
1
9
10
minor
Horizontal – thereby
more space required

The tunnel kiln
visited is used for
production of fire
bricks and
therefore
comparison with
tunnel kilns used
for production of
normal clay
bricks is not
applicable.

N.A.
Nil
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Table No. 10(A) – Tunnel Kiln
Sr No.

Parameter

1

Investment
(Pak. Rs. Million)
– all values
estimated max.

2

Production

Criteria
Chimney
Other
total
Per day (fire bricks)
Available days
Total Production
Grade “A” Bricks
Saving in Grade “A” bricks
Ready for sale (production
cycle)
Time saving

3

fuel

4

Labor

Technical
Support
Total
Training
Space / Land requirements

5

6

Environment

Working
conditions

Tunnel Kiln at Gujranwala Punjab
The kiln was constructed in 1988.
According to owner total investment at
that time was Pak. Rs. 3.00 million.
3,000
365
1,095,000
Very little / negligible quantity of rejected
bricks
5 days – trolleys can travel a distance of
40 feet / day; total kiln length is 200 feet.
23 days
The kiln is natural gas operated; monthly
natural gas cost is Pak. Rs. 800,000 /
month approximately. Number of bricks
produced per month is 90,000. Therefore
the fuel cost for 100,000 bricks is Pak.
Rs. 89,000 approximately. However, this
cannot be compared with the fuel cost of
ordinary mud bricks because according
to kiln owner production of fire bricks is a
more value added activity, earning
potential being thrice that of ordinary
mud bricks. .
20
25
45
minor
Horizontal – thereby more space
required

Comparative Area
Requirements for Actual Kiln
SPM
CO2 emission per brick (kg
CO2 per 1000 brick)

N.A.

Exposure to high temperatures

Nil

-

-
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Comparative Analysis

The pros and cons of each type of kiln have been summarized in the form of a
comparative SWOT analysis, given in tables 11, 11(A), 11(B) and 11(C).
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Table No. 11: Kiln comparisons in form of SWOT Analysis (Strengths)
Traditional FCBTK

Modified FCBTK

Hoffman

VSBK

Habla / Zigzag

Tunnel Kiln

1. Expertise available
in local market
2. Less capital
intensive
3. Bricks may be of
lower quality but
acceptable in the
market
4. No training required
5. Employment for
more un-skilled
laborers
6. Requires lesser
number of technical
persons
7. Training is not
required

1. More production rate
2. Higher percentage of
“A” grade bricks as
compared to
traditional FCBTK
3. Cycle completionbricks ready for sale
in 15 days which is 15
days less than
traditional FCBTK
4. Can be developed
locally
5. Environmental
friendly – SPM and
CO2 emissions are
less than traditional
FCBTK by using high
Chimney
6. Workers less exposed
to heat / adverse
working conditions as
compared to
traditional FCBTK
7. Training is not
required
8. High yield of “A”
grade bricks as
compared to
traditional FCBTK

1. Supply of bricks is
continuous and
regular
2. Pre-heating of the
bricks are done by
hot gases before
they escape into
the atmosphere
3. Fuel consumption
and stack emission
is low
4. Bricks are burnt
evenly and the
quality of bricks is
good
5. Height of the
chimney control
emissions of
particulates and
flue gases
6. Kiln is operational
throughout the
year.
7. High yield of “A”
grade bricks as
compared to
traditional FCBTK
8. Operational through
out the year

1. Deployment as CDM
project
2. Less fuel requirement
per 100,000 bricks
3. Less space
requirement as
compared to other
types of kilns – six shaft
VSBK requires 13%
less space as
compared to BTK of
same capacity E
4. Not affected by weather
conditions
5. Bricks ready for sale in
shorter duration
6. Variable capacity: can
be increased by adding
more shafts
7. Least SPM emissions
8. Workers are not
exposed to adverse
conditions
9. Least payback period
10. Maximum time / year
for firing – can be
operational throughout
the year
11. High yield of “A” grade
bricks

1. Wastage less than
traditional FCBTK
2. Less capital intensive as
compared to Hoffman
Kiln
3. More available days for
brick firing as compared
to traditional FCBTK

1. Firing temperature
control is easy
2. Thermo-couple
arrangement in the kiln
visited automatically
controls the
temperature
3. Technically the kiln
can be operated
throughout the year –
no weather effects
4. Least manpower
requirement – labor
problems minimal
5. Environment friendly
6. Bricks of various sizes
and shapes can be
made.
7. Suitable for more
“Value Added”
products
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Table No. 11(A): Kiln comparisons in form of SWOT Analysis (Weaknesses)
Traditional FCBTK

Modified FCBTK

Hoffman

VSBK

Habla / Zigzag

Tunnel Kiln

1. Space requirements
are more as
compared to VSBK Horizontal
arrangement of kiln
requires more space
2. “A” Grade bricks are
less than other types
3. High SPM and CO2
emissions
4. Seasonal / rain
effects
5. Working conditions
are not good- labor
exposed to high
temperatures
6. Unskilled labour pays
less attention to
quality and
environmental
aspects
7. Bricks ready for sale
in 30 days
8. Payback period is
higher than VSBK

The modified FCBTK in
Pakistan is a new
technology and yet to be
operationalized. As the
design is an
improvement over the
traditional FCBTK,
therefore it inherits some
demerits of the
traditional FCBTK:

1. Capital intensive
2. Payback period is the
highest
3. Space requirements
more, just like FCBTK
and modified FCBTK,
due to horizontal layout
4. Longest payback period
5. Training may be
required
6. According to
international information
requires 4 Ha. Per year
as compared to 1 Ha.
Per year in case of
FCBTK, modified
FCBTK, and also as
compared to VSBK
7. Payback period,
although less than
FCBTK and modified
FCBTK, is more than
FCBTK
8. CO2 emissions are
higher as referred from
international data /
information
9. Construction technology
is not easily available

1. Firing zone setting is
critical and requires
skilled more technical
skills and labor to
operate
2. New technology – may
take time in
acceptability from local
entrepreneurs and
investors.
3. Requires training of
manpower

1. Wastage more than
VSBK, Hoffman
and modified
FCBTK
2. More capital
intensive as
compared to
FCBTK, modified
FCBTK and VSBK
3. More wastage as
compared to
modified FCBTK
and VSBK
4. Construction
technology is not
easily available

1. Capital intensive
2. Average life time is
25 years.
3. The design used in
kiln visited does not
have provision for
using coal as fule.
Therefore it is shut
down during the time
gas is not supplied
by utility company.

1. Space requirements
are more as
compared to VSBK Horizontal
arrangement of kiln
requires more space
2. Seasonal / rain
effects
3. Bricks are ready for
sale in 15 days which
is approximately 1114 days more than
the VSBK
4. Payback period,
although less than
traditional FCBTK,
still more than
Hoffman and VSBK
Kilns
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Table No. 11(B): Kiln comparisons in form of SWOT Analysis (Opportunities)
Traditional FCBTK
1. Traditional FCBTK’s,

Modified FCBTK
1. Design may be

Hoffman
1. The concept is newly

VSBK
1. Deployment as CDM

with little

incorporated in the

introduced in Pakistan

modifications, may be

construction of new

and actual operations,

concerns – less SPM,

converted to

FCBTK’s, in case the

over a duration of time,

2
CO , GHG emissions

“modified FCBTK’s

kiln owners are still

will help to determine

2. Technical manpower,

reluctant to accept a

the real opportunities in

available at FCBTK’s

new technology like

Pakistan’s perspective

may be useful for

VSBK

2. Less environmental

3. International support /
financing
4. Government support

Habla / Zig-Zag

Tunnel Kiln
1. Adjustment to
country specific
conditions
2. Suitable to produce
bricks of different /
larger sizes

to the initiative

other improved kiln
forms, thereby
reducing fears of
unemployment
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Table No. 11(C): Kiln comparisons in form of SWOT Analysis (Threats)
Traditional FCBTK

Modified FCBTK

Hoffman

VSBK

1. Environmental Issues
may lead to closures
in some extreme
cases, stringent
Government Policies
may also affect the
income earning
2. Energy Issues –
supply and cost of fuel
3. Labor Problems “run-away problem,
Kiln Workers
associations role,

1. Although
Environmental and
energy issues may
not be as serious as
the traditional
FCBTK, However
the modified
FCBTK may also be
affected by issues
like:
 Energy Issues
– supply and
cost of fuel
 Labor
Problems “run-away
problem, Kiln
Workers
associations
role,

1. As already mentioned,
the concept is new
therefore acceptability
may take some time.
2. High capital investment
may lead to unpopularization of the
concept.

1. Acceptability among
local entrepreneurs
2. Training and
technology transfer

Habla / Zig-Zag

Tunnel
1. The gas operated
kiln may be at risk
due to pressure
drops in winter
season and load
management by the
Government
2. Capital investment
may lead to nonacceptability on part
of loca l investors/
entrepreneurs.
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Recommendations for brick baking / firing

The solid fuel may be placed “all around the bricks” or at different levels of the kiln.
This will result in creation of a combustion zone that uses the residual heat from
the bricks already baked. The residual heat can thus be used for drying and preheating of the bricks above.
If the bricks are properly dried it will reduce the fuel requirements. Therefore if the
drying time for bricks is increased, or at least maintained to the standard level, it
will help to reduce the quantity of fuel required.
Air-flow within the kiln can be better controlled if the kiln opening sizes are
maintained at the desired minimum level; at the same time all openings that are not
essential need to be eliminated. Similarly escape of the hot air from kiln also
increases the fuel requirements. In one instance, it was observed that heavy
canvas cloth was hanged in front of the bricks being pre-heated to prevent the hot
air from escaping.
In traditional kilns visited coal and saw dust are being used for firing. The problem
with local coal, apart from the issues associated with sulfur and moisture contents,
is that of sizing. Similarly in traditional kilns, no specific or scientific measurement is
done to calculate the optimal amount of coal / fuel that is to be added during firing.
Although shovels of specific sizes are available, the quantity added to the kiln
through these shovels still varies from person to person. Another issue is the
standardization of shovel sizes which may vary from region to region. If the concept
of briquetting is introduced, this may help to add measured quantities of coal during
the kiln operations and thereby lead to reduced fuel requirement.
Briquetting technology
 In kilns using multiple fuels at the same time (like sawdust and coal together),
briquetting technology may help to prepare a “cake of fuel” with uniform
composition.
 Briquetting may be defined as the densification of the saw dust, coal and
agricultural residues. Presently two types of technologies are available for the
purpose, i.e. the ram / piston presses or the extrusion machines. The first one
produces solid briquettes while the briquettes produced on screw press are
homogeneous and possess better burning capabilities. Briquetting helps in
resolving issues pertaining to the storage, transportation and combustion of
loose fuels. Briquettes produce up to 40% less particulate matter as
compared to if same material is used in loose form.
 The Scientific and Technological Corporation of Pakistan (STEDEC), working
under Pakistan Council for Scientific and Industrial Research(PCSIR), carried
out a study in 1989 to analyze the use of briquettes with specific reference to
brick kilns. The results were analyzed by firing two kilns at the same time. In
one kiln untreated coal was used and in the other coal briquettes were used.
Results, tabulated as under, clearly indicate better results for coal briquettes
in terms of fuel consumption, occupational health & safety and emissions. .

Table No. 12; COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR BRICK KILNS
(Untreated Coal vs. Coal Briquettes)

ITEM

KILN NO. 1
Untreated Coal Firing

1

Feeding of coal required every 15
minutes

Feeding of coal briquettes
required every 40 minutes.

2

Temperature fluctuated between
900 degree centigrade and 1100
degree centigrade

Temperature remained constant
at 1000 degree centigrade

3

Larger number of brick rejects due
to uneven temperatures.

Very small number of rejects
due to more even temperatures.

4

Very large emission of dust, grit
and smoke and fumes of sulfur
dioxide. Workers had to cover their
faces with thick cloth in order to
protect themselves

Emissions of dust, grit, smoke,
and sulfur fumes was extremely
low and workers could work
comfortably without covering
their faces.

5

Causes heavy environmental
pollution.

Pollution caused is low and
acceptable under the
circumstances

 It is recommended that a separate
study may be initiated to analyze
the positive and negative impacts of
briquetting technology, from the
perspective of brick kiln industry.
The study may include a complete
technical analysis of requirements
of and possibility of developing local
low-cost briquetting methodologies
for the benefit of traditional kilns’
owners.




KILN NO. 2
Coal Briquette Firing

Government may announce minimum
standards for chimney height with due
emphasis on implementation.
The VSBK technology, as given in the
comparative tables and SWOT analysis,
has certain definitive advantages over
the remaining kiln types which outweigh
the problem of producing only 8,000

Acceptability – the “Mind, Money and
Time” Game
 About ten years back, the Government
introduced the concept of Day Light saving
in the country. The population, at that time
was not mentally prepared to accept the
change, ultimately the Government had to
withdraw its decision.
 In 2008, the concept was again introduced
by the Government. This time there was no
reaction
and
some
people
even
appreciated the “longer day” available for
routing activities!
 The main reason behind this success was
mental preparedness of the people and an
understanding of what benefits were
associated with it.
 Same applies to the technological
intervention; i.e. people’s perception
and appropriateness of time.
 At the same time a person who has
already
invested
in
traditional
systems would obviously be looking
for some financial assistance to
implement the new technology
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bricks / day from a two shaft VSBK. It is a comparatively cleaner technology,
thereby adding the advantage of Carbon Credit Trading.
 VSBK In Pakistan: learning from the past:
 Earlier attempts to establish and introduce VSBK plants in the Country
were not successful for certain reasons. During a discussion with one
of the persons associated with the previous attempts, it was revealed
that although the concerned organization provided technical support for
about three or four years, however the technology failed to gain
popularity. The main reason stated was a negative perception towards
the technology with specific reference to training and its sustainability.
Certain aspects while implementing the VSBK projects therefore need
due consideration
 The kiln industry in Pakistan, as in other Asian / South Asian countries
is conservative in nature. Most of the investors and technical persons
are not trained at any institution. The investors are more concerned
about “quick-returns on investment”, thereby depending upon
traditionally available technical know-how and manpower. While
introducing the VSBK concepts, this single factor can play an important
role in terms of acceptability and ownership of the technology.
 Lack of ownership and acceptability for the VSBK technology by the
local investors and entrepreneurs is apparently the main reason behind
the failure of previous attempts. SKAT is installing VSBK plants in
collaboration with the local investors. However wide acceptability
among the local investors may be subject to proper dissemination of
the information. At present the establishment of VSBK’s at two
locations around Islamabad / Rawalpindi may be termed as a “silent
attempt” to introduce the technology. Before moving ahead it is
essential that ground be prepared for such a technological intervention
through print and electronic media. This will require a dedicated effort
in itself through professional teams
 The brick kiln industry is yet to establish itself as an organized entity. In
the first place the Government has not recognized the brick sector as
an industry. Secondly, the kiln owners are not as organized as
industrialists in other sectors like the textiles, leading examples being
the All Pakistan Textile Manufacturers Association, All Pakistan
Upholstery and Bed Sheets Manufacturers Association and all Pakistan
Fan Manufacturers Association. This leads to poor information
dissemination among the concerned stakeholders.
 Government support is a must for technology development and
dissemination of the new technology. Government support may be
sought by association of kiln owners using the concept of clusters.
Examples in the past include “Cluster Council for Fan Manufacturers”
wherein the fan manufacturers association provided land for the
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technological center and the Government provided funds for imported
testing machinery and training. Similar concept may help to promote
the technology dissemination and also help to bridge the gap in
financing the establishment of model VSBK plants.
 Institutional financing, like financing for plant and machinery by the
commercial banks can help to promote the technology.
 Model VSBK plants may not only be limited to areas in and around
Islamabad / Rawalpindi. They may be established at various
“convenient locations” across the country for proper dissemination and
diffusion of technology.
 Local people, in less educated areas, do have certain perceptions
about introduction of new technology from abroad. Along with this
language barriers also limit the understanding of the subject. The
model VSBK plants being established by SKAT may also serve as
academies for training local manpower on the new technology. A group
of technical manpower may be trained initially as “master trainers” to
provide technical expertise to the investors / entrepreneurs desirous of
adopting VSBK technology and also provide training to the local
persons on a long term basis. This would lead towards sustainability of
the current initiative.


Clean Development Mechanism
 The environment friendly brick kilns, particularly VSBK, can be
considered for CDM projects. According to an international case
study on brick kilns in Bangladesh, although the Capital Investment
and Operations & Maintenance costs are higher in case of CDM
financing, however, the IRR is higher as compared to baseline costs.
A comparison of IRR in case of CDM project is given in the following
table:
Table No. 13: CDM – IRR

IRR on Equity

14

IRR on Total costs

Without
CDM
Financing

With upfront CDM
financing

With sale
of CERs

Without
With upCDM
front
Financing CDM
financing

With sale
of CERs

18.9%

27.4%

24.8%

17.3%

20.2%

20.6%

 The VSBK may be disseminated with proper information to the
entrepreneurs and investors about its future prospects under the
CDM / Kyoto protocol and the benefits associated in longer terms.
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Key Stakeholders in the Brick Making Sector
of Pakistan

The key stakeholders, classified under the headings of Sponsors, NGOs,
Labour and Business, Government and International are as under:

Table No. 14; Stakeholders

Sponsors















SDC
SKAT
Sustainable Development Policy Institute.
Environmental Protection society
Mahbub-ul-Haq human development Center
PANAH, Pakistan
Pakistan Christians
Human Rights Mission of Pakistan
Pakistan Christian Welfare Association
All Pakistan Women Association (APWA),
Lawyers for Human Rights and Legal Aid
(LHRLA)/MADADGAR)
Sindh Development Society
All Pakistan Minority Alliance
Minority Rights Commission
Global Welfare Trust
G.S Public Social Welfare Association
Society for Universal Development in Human Aspects and
Rehabilitation (SUDHAR)
Social Action Bureau for Assistance in Welfare and
Organizational Networking (SABAWON) International
Sustainable Development Society (SDS)
Sindh Youth Welfare Organization (SYWO)
Taraqee Foundation
Light of Awareness for Fair Advancement of Mankind (LAFAM)
Mashal Women Welfare Society
Society for the Protection of the Rights of the Child
(SPARC)
SSTD
Society for Human Rights and Prisoners Aid (SHARP)
Society for Human Empowerment and Rural Development
(SHER)
Women workers helpline



Labor education foundation







NGOs
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Labour and
Business









Government

International










All Pakistan Federation of Trade Unions
Labour Unity Organization of Pakistan
Khust-e-Awal Bhatta Labour Union
Brick Labourers Unions at Town / District levels
All Pakistan Brick Manufacturers Association
Labour Department, Ministry of Labour Welfare and Social
Education
Environmental Protection Agencies (Federal and
Provincial)
Pakistan Institute of Labour Education and Research
Ministry of Science and Technology
Council for Housing and Works Research
Construction Machinery Training Institute
National Conservation Strategy Resource Unit,
Sustainable Development Policy Institute
International Labour Organization
IUCN
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Conclusion

Various field visits to study the green brick making and brick baking / firing technology
revealed the salient aspects of both the processes in Pakistan’s perspective.
Although, still to date, heavily dependent upon traditional methodologies,
entrepreneurs are now turning towards latest technologies, including mechanized
brick making and modern brick firing technologies like the M-FCBTK, Hoffman,
Tunnel and VSB Kilns. The major considerations for introduction of new technologies
hinge around production capacity, operational time and yield / quality. Another factor,
the importance of which can never be understated, is the labour factor, accompanied
with typical issues. In many instances the single reason given by the kiln owners for
adopting mechanized green brick making and non-traditional kilns was the labour
issues. Above all, needless to mention, the environmental aspects are the most
serious considerations at national level. However, there is till a wide gap between
international best practices and the the methodologies already being used and those
being introduced.
The SWOT analysis pertaining to brick kilns gives a true picture of the benefits and
disadvantages associated with particular types of kilns. The VSBK, as compared to
other forms of kilns has advantages that make it an ideal technology in terms of
environmental friendliness and fuel efficiency.
VSBK and the three E’s: According to Archie W. Culp Jr. (Principles of Energy
conversion), the modern engineering practices are concerned with Energy, Economy
and Ecology. The three E’s from VSBK perspective are:
Table No. 15: VSBK and the 3Es

Energy

Economy

Ecology










Less fuel requirement per 100,000 bricks
Not affected by weather conditions
Bricks ready for sale in shorter duration
Variable capacity: can be increased by adding more shafts
High yield of “A” grade bricks
Least payback period
Maximum time / year for firing – can be operational throughout the year
Less space requirement as compared to other types of kilns – six shaft
VSBK requires 13% less space as compared to BTK of same capacity
 Least SPM emissions
 Deployment as CDM project

Along with the above advantages the workers are not exposed to adverse conditions.
The VSBk, in view of the three E’s, is a technology that can be recommended for
wide dissemination.
****
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Annex 1

Questionnaire for Field Visit
A

General Information

1

Name of the Organization

2

Name of the Owner(s)

3

Location

4

Date visited

5

Person(s) interviewed

6

Date of establishment
Less than 5 years
Between 5 ~ 10 years

7

Years in Actual Production

Between 10 ~ 15 years
Between 15 ~ 20 years
More than 20 years
Managerial: ___________________________

8

Work force Employed

Technical: ___________________________
Workers / Laborers: ___________________

Plant / Machinery:______________________

Land: _______________________________
9

Investment
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B

Technical Aspects
Continuous

9

Type of kiln

Intermittent

Moving fire annular kiln: _________________
Moving ware kiln: ______________________

10

Source / Origin

Local, Specify: ________________________
Foreign, Specify: _______________________

11

Factors considered while
selecting particular
technology

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Less than 10,000 bricks / day

12

Production Capacity

Between 10,000 to 20,000 bricks / day
Between 20,000 to 30,000 bricks / day
More than 30,000 bricks / day
Less than 50 percent

13

Product Yield

Between 50 ~ 60 percent
Between 60 ~ 70 percent
Above 70 percent
One cycle/ ________

14

Production Cycle

Two cycles / ______
More than two cycles / _______
Yes, Specify:
_________________________________

15

Waste Product Recycling
_____________________________________
No, Reason:___________________________
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C

Product Processing
Gathering: ______________________________
_______________________________________
Transportation: __________________________
_______________________________________

16

Raw Material Preparation

Storage:________________________________
_______________________________________
Crushing / grinding: ______________________
_______________________________________
Mixing: _______________________________
_______________________________________
Hand made:_____________________________

17

Making Process

Machine molded:_______________________
Extruded_______________________________
Dryers:_________________________________

18

.Setting and drying

Any other
method_________________________________
_______________________________________

19

Firing

Draught type:
Vertical
Horizontal

Mixed

Draught temperature; _____________________
_______________________________________
20

Cooling Process
________________________________________
________
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D

Fuel
Wood
Coal
Gas
Oil / Furnace oil
Urban Waste, Specify: __________________

21

Fuel Type
Poultry-Waste, Specify: _________________
Agri-Waste, Specify: ____________________
Recycled, Specify: _____________________
Multiple, Specify: ______________________

22

Fuel Requirement

E

_________(units) / ___________bricks/lot

Plant Maintenance
Monthly
Quarterly

23

Maintenance schedule

Semi-Annual
Annual
Other, specify: _______________________

24

Estimated Maintenance
Cost

________Pak. Rs. / ___________

Local

25

Source of Spares
Foreign, Specify: ________________________
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F

Innovation
________________________________________
________________________________________

26

Improvements on the
original design / plant

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
Capacity: _______________________________
Yield: __________________________________

27

Effect of Innovation /
Improvement

Fuel consumption: _________________________
Dust / particulate matter:___________________
Gaseous Emissions: _______________________
Labour Requirement: ______________________

Idea Generation: __________________________
________________________________________
Science Push: ____________________________
________________________________________
Market Pull: ______________________________
________________________________________
28

Innovation Process

Technology acquistion: _____________________
________________________________________
Technology transfer: _______________________
________________________________________
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G
29

Environment
Did any relevant
organization ever visit your
plants

Yes, Name of Organization and When:______
_____________________________________
Dust / particulate matter:__________________
Gaseous Emissions: ____________________

30

Measurements / Analysis
Waste: _______________________________
Waste disposal: ________________________

_____________________________________
31

Recommendations

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
____________________________________
Yes, Specify: _________________________
_____________________________________

32

Implementation of
Recommendation:

_____________________________________
No, reasons: ___________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
Awareness: ___________________________

33

Green Technologies in
Brick Production

_____________________________________
Implementation: _______________________
_____________________________________
__________________________________
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Environment (Contd….)
Farmlands area (aproximate)
Main crop(s)
34

Surroundings

Crop Yields
Community
Irrigation water sources
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

35

Environmental Equipment

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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Product Parameters
Type of Brick

Sr. No.

Type

Tick appropriate

1

Building Brick

2

Facing Brick

3

Hollow Brick

4

Pedestrian and Light Traffic Paving Brick

5

Heavy Vehicular Paving Brick

6

Ceramic Glazed Structural Clay Facing Tile, Facing

7

Industrial Floor Brick

Appearance and Problems
1

Appearance

Dimensions

Weight

Colour

a
b

2

Un-dried Brick
Size and dimensions of the dried
green bricks
c
Size and dimension of the baked
product
frogging

3

Texture

4

Coring

5

Warpage

6

Efflorescence

7

Chipping

8

Water absorption

9

Indentations

10

Brick splitting

Record Keeping
Quantity of coal / other burning material used:

Labor / manning pattern:
Wastage
Green Brick:
Fired Brick:
Handling:
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Working methodology
Crushing
Sieving
Pug mill mixing
Mould: hand / mechanized, fiber glass, stainless steel
Mechanized production: extruder, presses
Means of delivery and removal of green / baked bricks: hand carts, animal carts, tractor
trolley
Benefits of mechanized production: cost benefits, reduced labor
Environment
•

Loss of top soil: approximate depth

•

Loss of trees: approximate number

•

Any other effects on the agri-land / production
General

1.

How do you feel that following factors have affected your business?
Factor

Over the past five years

Over the past ten years

Banking policies

Socio-economic
conditions

Legislation
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2.

If you have made any innovation / improvement in the system, inform about that
and what benefits / effects resulted

3.

What are the key organizations that you deal in relationship to your business?

GoP

Provincial

Trade

NGO
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List of Investors / Entrepreneurs Visited
Sr.
No.
1

Rana Muhammad Rashid

Business / company
Name
Harmain Bricks

Multan, Punjab

2

Rana Saeed

Al-Madina Bricks

Multan, Punjab

3

Mr. Sajid Hussain Riaz

G. R. Bricks

Rawat, Islamabad

4

Dr. Sultan

Rabia Bricks

Attock, Punjab

Apex Clay Works

Rawat , Islamabad

5

Name

Mr. Raheel Arshad,
Mr. Ijaz-ud-Din

Location

6

Mr. Javaid Iqbal Qureshi

Qureshi Bricks

Lohi-Bher, Islamabad

7

Mr. Adnan Ahmad

Chand Tara Bricks

Rawat, Islamabad

8

Haji Muhammad Rafiq,

Chappar Bricks

Haripur, NWFP

9

Malik Sagheer Ahmed

Standard Ceramics

Hattar, NWFP

10

11

12

Ch. Javaid, Mr. Nazir Ali, Mr. VSBK
Saeed Ullah
Mr. Arshad

- telephonic

discussion
Mr. Aziz-ur-Rehman

Kiln

under Adiala

Road,

Installation

Rawalpindi, Punjab

Commander Ceramics

Gujranwala, Punjab

Associated with team for installation of VSBK in
NWFP (earlier unsuccessful attempt) –
telephonic discussion
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Annex 3

Scope of the Study
Scope of study includes following specific areas which needs to be addressed by the
Consultant but not limited to:a) Compile an overview of all types of technologies being practiced in Pakistan
for soil quarrying, green brick production, brick baking etc.
b) Tabulation of industrial approaches adopted by various entrepreneurs, which
may include quarrying & crushing of soil, pug mill processing, use of extruders/
press machines, mechanical transportation, protected storage facilities,
controlled firing etc.
c) Enlist the methods adopted in rural areas of Pakistan for green brick
production and describe each in detail.
d) Describe types of kilns, analyze these and obtain comments of the
entrepreneurs on each of the following:I. Bull’s Trench Kiln (BTK)
II. Improved Version of BTK as adopted by Dr. Sultan located near Burhan.
III. Hoffman Kiln
IV. Tunnel Kiln
V. Brazilian Chamber Kiln
VI. Any other kiln technology
VII. The Chinese technologies and brick production products as are being
used are listed and analyzed.
VIII. Key actors and lobbyists are known and listed
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Annex 4

Methodology
The methodology used to carryout the study was broadly categorized into three
categories i.e. (i) information gathering, (ii) field work, (iii) analytical part. (iv) finding
the optimal solution and (v) the way forward. Description as follows:
(i) Information Gathering
This part of the study covred areas like (a) compilation of an overview on all types
of technologies practiced for soil quarrying, green brick production and brick
baking, (b) Tabulation of industrial approaches adopted by various entrepreneurs
and (c) Enlisting and detailed description of the methods adopted in rural areas of
Pakistan for green brick production
To achieve the target described under “information gathering” the available
literature on brick production viz-a-viz local and international practices was
collected and documented in an appropriate form to serve as basis for analytical
work and facilitate remaining parts of the study. More concentration was given to
the technological aspects in respect of production, quality and briefly the
environmental impacts. Reference
(ii) Field Work
The field work hinged on first-hand information gathering from entrepreneurs
operating different forms of brick kilns. This involved a comprehensive interview,
based on the “technology audit” methodology. Prior to the visit, a survey form /
questionnaire was developed on the basis of first part of the study, i.e.
information gathering and linked with the technology audit methodologies.
Attempt was made to interview at least one entrepreneur from each area of
technology The interviews with entrepreneurs focused on technology used,
benefits, bottlenecks and a cursory assessment of environmental impact.
(iii) Analytical Work
The basis for analytical work, as already mentioned, was the technology audit like
Product / Production road map, Technological Environment, Technologies
Categorization, Market Needs, Innovation Process, Value Added Functions,
Technology Acquisition & Exploitation and Productivity. An attempt was made to
apply the E3 concept on the brick sector. SWOT analysis for individual kinds
types and comparative tables were incorporated in the study. .
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